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ABSTRACT 
Machine learning and deep learning algorithms produce very different results with different examples of their 

hyperparameters. Algorithm parameters require optimization because they are not specific to all problems. This 

paper used Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and eight different hyperparameters (go-backward, epoch, batch 

size, dropout, activation function, optimizer, learning rate, and the number of layers) to examine daily and hourly 

Bitcoin datasets. The effects of each parameter on the daily dataset on the results were evaluated and explained. 

These parameters were examined with the hparam properties of Tensorboard. As a result, it was seen that 

examining all combinations of parameters with hparam produced the best test Mean Square Error (MSE) values 

with hourly dataset 0.000043633 and daily dataset 0.00061806. Both datasets produced better results with the 

tanh activation function. Finally, when the results are interpreted, the daily dataset produces better results with 

a small learning rate and dropout values. In contrast, the hourly dataset produces better results with a large 

learning rate and dropout values.  

Keywords: LSTM, optimization, Bitcoin, prediction, hparam 
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1. Introduction 

For a prediction problem optimization method, dataset’s properties, and learning algorithm’s parameters affect the prediction 

accuracy and learning process. However, there is no theoretical approach to how they should be selected. Instead, parameters 

are determined by experimental approaches using optimization methods [1]. This paper seeks the most appropriate dataset 

and hyperparameters to get the best results for Bitcoin price prediction with LSTM. For this reason, this study consists of 

Bitcoin prices at different time intervals and examines datasets with LSTM. Also, this study detects dominant 

hyperparameters values and interactions by using important hyperparameters and speeding up the optimization process. An 

LSTM is a particular type of recurrent neural network (RNN) with long-term memory. There are different types of LSTMs 

that are not required to be present in the three doors mentioned. But in general, some gates hold or forget that allow data to 

be transferred. The number of doors can vary in different LSTM examples. For LSTM, there are layers in Keras, the number 

of hidden neurons, and parameters for each gate. Besides, extra dropout layer parameters can be optimized to avoid exploding 

gradient problems. The training of LSTM networks in solving several problems, as in neural networks, depends on several 

hyperparameters that determine several appearances of algorithm reactions [2]. Basically, hyperparameter optimization 

techniques are manual and automatic. 

Manual approaches: Different combinations of values need to be tried repeatedly to obtain optimal values for each of these 

hyperparameters. For this, a specialist is required. 

Automatic approaches: There are several hyperparameter optimization algorithms. Grid Search, Random Search, Particle 

swarm optimization, simulated annealing, and automated hyperparameter optimization methods. Automatic approaches are 

http://saucis.sakarya.edu.tr/
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0355-8790
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0780-0679
mailto:skervanci@gantep.edu.tr
https://doi.org/10.35377/saucis...1172027
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challenging to apply because of their high computational cost [2]. But now, computer clusters or graphics processor unit 

(GPU) processors enable more experimentation to use to cheaper than last.  

Based on the reference [3], it is stated that the result of the manual search can be reliably matched with Random Search for 

some datasets. As proposed in the same reference Gaussian Process (GP) and Tree Structured Parzen Estimator (TPE) 

hyperparameter optimization algorithms are close to or surpass the performance of manual and Brute-Force Random Search 

algorithms. In this paper, the parameters go-backward, epoch, batch size, dropout, activation function, optimizer, learning 

rate and the number of layers were manually evaluated to understand the effect of hyperparameters on learning. The results 

of all combinations of parameters and their values are obtained and visualized by using the hparam parameter feature of the 

Tensorboard. The manual approach of the hyperparameters shows the success that cannot be ignored. The relatively small 

time series Bitcoin price was used as the manual approach and the automated approach will be used in our future study. 

2. Literature review 

This paper is divided into two parts: the effect of the dataset and hyperparameters on the learning. 

2.1 The effect of the datasets 

According to reference [4], bitcoin is primarily based on historical datasets, and seasonality can be weekly, daily or hourly. 

They used two model time-length 30, 60, 120 minutes and 180, 360, 720 minutes. As a result, there were raising the threshold 

and the mean holding time, the number of trades reduced while the average profit per trade rose. At the end of 50 days, it 

almost doubled the investment. Based on the reference [5] , predictions were made using the 1-minute and 30-minute datasets. 

In the 1-minute datasets, the price fluctuation between two different markets (CNY and USD) is quite high. But in the 30-

minute dataset, the fluctuation has improved. Based on the reference [6], review article, different articles were evaluated 

according to the frequency of the time intervals, which are daily, hourly and different minute intervals. The minute and second 

datasets are used for instant trading, while the daily dataset is used for further dates. Based on the reference [7], used bitcoin 

price and S&P500 datasets with daily, 1 hourly, and 15-minute time intervals. Performance was compared with LSTM and 

selected hyperparameters for datasets in different time intervals. Since dataset from different periods yielded similar results, 

they combined them into a single ensemble model. As a result, both hourly and daily prices in this paper were used in 

univariate LSTM. 

2.2. The effect of hyperparameters 

Based on the reference [7], they used a number of layers, neurons in each layer, dropout rate, learning rate, l2 kernel 

regularization, optimizer, and momentum. In place of testing each hyperparameter singly, they used Hyperband, which 

provided an understanding of the effect of changes made in several parameters simultaneously on network performance. They 

found the best optimizer is 'Adam', and the best activation is 'tanh', which aligns with our results. In contrast, others are 

different because of parameter intervals. Based on the reference [8], most performance variations depend only on a few 

hyperparameters, even in very high-dimensional situations related to the relationship between hyperparameter settings and 

performance. Based on the reference [9], they investigated a subset of possible hyperparameters with Grid Search. Improperly 

selected learning rate or dropout can make it difficult for the model to learn effectively. When using hparam or Grid Search 

to overcome this, parameters will be scanned in all possible ranges, resulting in more efficient learning. 

3. Methods 

This section will describe the methods; Python (version 3.9.7) in Spyder (version 5.1.5), keras library (version 2.7.0), 

Tensorflow (version 2.7.0) backend and Tensorboard (version 2.7.0). Keras has two main models; one is sequential (), and 

the other is the model class used with the functional API. This paper was used as a model, sequential (). Keras has two main 

models; one of them is sequential (), and the other is the model class used with the functional API. This paper was used as a 

model, sequential (). Downloaded the daily dataset from https://www.investing.com/ and the hourly dataset from 

https://www.cryptodatadownload.com.Two datasets were used for the daily datasets, consisting of 2700 lines from 01 January 

2015 to 22 May 2022, 1469 lines from 15 May 2018 to 22 May 2022. The hourly dataset consists of 36957 records from 

06:00 15 May 2018 to 23:00 22 May 2022. While comparing the daily and hourly datasets in section 4.9, it aims to ensure 

fairness by using the date range of 15 May 2018 to 22 May 2022. 

MSE was used to evaluate the results and its formulation is as follows. 

MSE= 
∑ (yj – xj)2𝑚

𝑗=1

𝑚
   (1) 
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The dropout technique prevents overfitting and leaves unrelated information from the network to improve performance [10]. 

Education of deep neural networks is complicated as the parameters of the previous layer and the distribution of the inputs 

of each layer change during training[11]. For this reason, the effect of the parameters (go-backward, activation function, 

optimizer, batch size, learning rate, and epochs) with a single layer LSTM has been observed in this paper. For all 

experiments, if the dropout is not specified, dropout=0.2 was taken to prevent overfitting. At the end of each experiment, the 

kernel reset so that no results affect each other. In experiments using the hparam feature of Tensorboard, the parameters and 

interactions that yield better results are more clearly seen as the measurements are logged and visualized. Tested the hparam 

parameters of the tensorboard by giving the values in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1 Hparam parameters 

 

While discrete in Figure 1 shows that the interval is discrete, Realinterval represents the number interval. Each result of go-

backward, activation function, optimizer, batch size, learning rate, and epochs are evaluated separately below. 

4. Results 

The results for each parameter are evaluated separately below. 

4.1. “go-backward” parameter 

In our tests with go-backwards parameter, it was observed that the go-backwards='False' value gave better results with the 

increase of the epoch. Recommended go-backwards should be 'False' for time series prediction. If the go-backwards 

parameter is suitable for your dataset for instance if natural language processing (NLP) is being studied, go-backward=True 

should be used, which allows both forward and backward contexts to be used. As shown in Table 1, when 'True' value is 

compared to 'False', train MSE gives better results, while test MSE gives worse results. Based on Table 1, we conclude that 

there may be excessive learning in the 'True' value train process. 

Table 1 The effects of the go-backward on the RMSE and MSE. 

Epoch Go-backward 
Activation 

function 
Optimizer Train MSE Test MSE 

10 False tanh Adam 0.000346 0.013109 

10 True tanh Adam 0.000354 0.013603 

100 False tanh Adam 0.000020 0.000672 

100 True tanh Adam 0.000019 0.000694 

 

 

  
 

go-backward=True go-backward=False 
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Figure 2 True and predicted value of Bitcoin price 

 

As shown in Figure 1, the difference between the actual and estimated values from the test dataset is more reasonable with 

go-backward=False. 

4.2. Activation function 

Based on the reference [12], 23 different activation functions evaluated. But in this paper tanh, relu, sigmoid, and softmax 

were examined.  

 

Table 2 The effects of the optimizer and the activation function on MSE (epoch=100). 

Batch size 
Activation 

function 
Optimizer Train MSE Test MSE 

64 tanh Adam 0.000019 0.000667 

64 relu Adam 0.000033 0.002130 

64 sigmoid Adam 0.000573 0.080025 

64 softmax Adam 0.000460 0.101000 

64 tanh RMSprop 0.000024 0.000858 

64 relu RMSprop 0.000023 0.000969 

64 sigmoid RMSprop 0.000279 0.053592 

64 softmax RMSprop 0.000481 0.095665 

64 tanh Adamax 0.000021 0.001542 

64 relu Adamax 0.000027 0.003094 

64 sigmoid Adamax 0.002187 0.191153 

64 softmax Adamax 0.003035 0.270137 

64 tanh SGD 0.003852 0.328543 

64 relu SGD 0.003741 0.342115 

64 sigmoid SGD 0.004248 0.363644 

64 softmax SGD 0.004231 0.360037 

64 tanh Adagrad 0.004515 0.384147 

64 relu Adagrad 0.003808 0.331651 

64 sigmoid Adagrad 0.004130 0.352627 

64 softmax Adagrad 0.004264 0.367113 

64 tanh Adadelta 0.006401 0.420758 

64 relu Adadelta 0.006896 0.417276 

64 sigmoid Adadelta 0.004808 0.346178 

64 softmax Adadelta 0.009292 0.446577 

 

As shown in Table 2; root mean square propagation (RMSprop), Adaptive moment estimation (Adam), Stochastic gradient 

descent (SGD), adaptive moment estimation with maximum (Adamax), adaptative gradient (Adagrad) and adaptive learning 

rate method (Adadelta) are selected as optimizers. Optimizers (Adam, SGD, RMSprop, and Adamax) achieved the best results 

with tanh activation function. Adadelta with sigmoid and Adagrad with relu pairs obtained better MSE values than other 

activation functions. The results with Adagrad and Adadelta optimizers are quite poor. Sigmoid and softmax activation 

functions generally produce worse results in trials. Sigmoid and softmax activation functions were tried with 1000 epochs as 

they may require more epochs. Sigmoid with Adam, and epoch=1000 result Train MSE: 0.000026, Test MSE: 0.040009. 

Softmax with Adam, and epoch=1000 results Train MSE: 0.000023, Test MSE: 0.061527. Even with sigmoid and softmax 

epoch=1000, it could not approach the Test MSE of the tanh activation function. 

4.3. Learning rate 

Based on the reference [13], SGDs require manual adjustment of optimization parameters such as learning rates. If a person 

does not understand the task at hand, it is very difficult to find a good learning rate. In this case, running the learning algorithm 

with many optimization parameters and choosing the best performing model in a validation set should be selected. 

The learning rate was applied to the same LSTM structure in Table 1, 2. 

 

 

 

https://keras.io/api/optimizers/rmsprop
https://keras.io/api/optimizers/rmsprop
https://keras.io/api/optimizers/rmsprop
https://keras.io/api/optimizers/rmsprop
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In order to see the results better, the relative property of the horizontal axis epoch value has been applied. 

Optimizer=Adam; activation functions tanh=orange , relu=darkblue, softmax= blue, sigmoid=brown. 

 

Figure 3 Graph of loss values of activation functions for Adam optimization. 

 

Table 3 The effect of the learning rate on test MSE. 

Optimizer Activation function Learning rate(Lr) Test MSE 

rmsprop tanh 0.001 0.00070297 

adam tanh 0.2 0.00070604 

adam tanh 0.001 0.00070997 

rmsprop relu 0.001 0.00078362 

Adamax tanh 0.2 0.00094503 

Adagrad tanh 0.2 0.00101260 

Adamax tanh 0.001 0.00105760 

Adamax tanh 0.1 0.00144720 

rmsprop tanh 0.001 0.00070297 

 

When we examine the results in Table 3, the lowest MSE values are obtained with a 0.001 learning rate. When Table 2 and 

Table 3 are compared, it is observed that the test MSE value improves with the use of the learning rate parameter except for 

adam-tanh.  

As seen in the Table 2; Adam method enables the adam-tanh pair to obtain the best test MSE 0.000667 without using the Lr. 

Due to the square root effect, Lr effect gradually diminishes and changes slowly around the globally minimum. In this way, 

the globally minimum is found faster and it is not requiring more Lr optimization with Adam. 

4.4. Optimizer 

The selection of the optimizer is important to training. SGD, Ftrl, Adam, Adadelta, RMSprop, Adagrad, Nadam, and Adamax 

are optimizers. SGD and its variants such as Adam [14], Adagrad [15] and RMSprop [16], are amongst the most popular 

training methods. Adam was found to be widely applicable despite of requiring less regulation of its hyperparameters [17]. 

Based on the reference [9], they concluded that Adadelta, Adagrad, and SGD required more epochs, our result supports this 

conclusion. SGD epoch=1000 Train MSE: 0.000020, test MSE: 0.000859 as a result, concluded that SGD want higher epochs 

to produce approximate results for other optimizers like Adam, RMSprop. Adam was found to be widely applicable despite 

requiring less regulation of its hyperparameters. The results in Table 3 were created by taking the best 11 results of that make 

up the tensorboard hparam parallel coordinate view in Figure 4. 

Based on the reference [18], SGD and SGD variants such as momentum have proved to be an effective way of training deep 

networks. Our results are supported by references [18] , [9]; tanh, relu activation functions produced the best results. In 

general, Rmsprop and Adam showed the best performances.  

4.5. Batch size 

Batch is a set of dataset samples. The dataset group in each batch size independently of each other processed in parallel. If 

we increase the batch size, our approach will be the better, but the process takes a long time and will still result in only one 
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backward weight update. The number of times the backward parameters are updated is determined by the number of an epoch. 

It is advised to pick a batch size that is as large as you can afford without going out of memory [19]. Based on the reference 

[20], they said that the training dataset size should be divisible by batch size to ensure safe termination because they use 

cyclical learning rates. However, cyclical learning did not apply in this study, and batch size fixed 64 in Tables 1, 2, and 3. 

 

Figure 4 Optimizer and activation function parallel coordinates 

  

Based on reference [21] the impact of batch size on performance, the higher the batch size, the better train and test MSE 

value like our result in Table 4 (daily dataset). However, it is not a valid generalization for all hyperparameter combinations 

and datasets, as seen in Tables 7 and 8. 

Table 4 The effect of the batch size with daily dataset on test MSE values. 

Batch size Test MSE 

32 0.00075906 

64 0.00074598 

128 0.00066059 

4.6. Number of layers 

If multi-layer LSTMs are used, usually the first LSTM layer is allowed to output all output (not just one output). This output 

is fed as input to the next LSTM layer. Since the output of the first layer will be used as input for the next layer, the 

“return_sequences” parameter of the LSTM layer must be "true".  

Table 5 The effect of the number of layers on the train and test MSE values. 

Dropout 

after 

each 

layer 

Activation 

function optimizer 

Number 

of layers 

LSTM 

unit in 

each layer Epoch 

 

 

 

Train 

MSE 

Test 

MSE 

0.2 tanh Adam 1 64 100 0.000040 0.005751 

0.2 tanh Adam 2 64 100 0.000021 0.001992 

0.2 tanh Adam 3 64 100 0.000022 0.007281 

0.2 tanh Adam 4 64 100 0.000038 0.015507 

 

Although better train and test MSE values are obtained with increasing layers, the values get worse after a certain number of 

layers as it continues to increase. As shown in Table 5, while the 2-layer structure produced the best MSE result, the values 

deteriorated with more than 2 layers. 

4.7. Epoch 

Epoch shows how many times a dataset is given to the network to train the network. In deep learning algorithms, we need to 

update the weights and thus pass the whole dataset multiple times to obtain a better and more accurate prediction model to 

optimize gradient descent. However, it is not clear how many epochs are needed to train a model with the same dataset to 

achieve optimum weights. For the best train to the network, different datasets proceed differently therefore epoch numbers 

are different [22]. Based on the reference [9], they measured the number of epochs for an optimizer, convergence observed 

huge variations in terms of the number of epochs until Nadam converged the fastest, and only requires few training epochs 
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to achieve good performance. SGD, Adadelta, and Adagrad require more epoch. As seen from Table 1 and Figure 2 the 

increase in the number of an epoch improved the MSE values. However, after a certain increase, the number of epochs does 

not contribute to improving the performance, which varies according to the training you have a dataset. As seen in Figure 3, 

as the epoch increases, the loss decreases, and after a certain epoch value, it doesn’t effect on the loss. 

4.8. Dropout 

Dropout is implemented on any or all hidden layers in the network except the output layer. The dropout technique removes 

irrelevant information from the network to prevent overfitting and improve performance [10]. Based on the reference [23], 

they offered dropout and defined how specific hyperparameters should be. 

Based on the reference [24], the accuracy of CNN dropout was clearly better than without dropout CNN. It is increased by 

58.15% accuracy on a small images’ dataset, but our dataset is time series. 

According to our experiments, if the dropout value is used, the difference between the train and test MSE values will decrease. 

Table 6 The effect of the dropout on the train and test MSE values. 

Batch 

size Optimizer 

Activation 

function Dropout  Dataset Train MSE Test MSE 

64 Adamax tanh - hourly 0.000079 0.000042 

64 Adamax tanh 0.1 hourly 0.000080 0.000045 

64 Adamax tanh - daily 0.000020 0.001268 

64 Adamax tanh 0.1 daily 0.000026 0.000969 

4.9. The effect of the daily and hourly datasets 

The same code with the daily and hourly datasets was executed for the same date range of 15 May 2018 to May 2022. These 

tests were carried out to see the contribution of daily and hourly datasets to Bitcoin price prediction. Based on the reference 

[25], g is a noise scale and has an effect on a training and test accuracy. 

 

𝑔 = 𝐿𝑟(
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
 - 1) 

(2) 
 

Table 7 The results of the hourly dataset with hparam parameters (epoch=100).  

Batch size Optimizer 

Activation 

function Dropout  

Learning 

rate(Lr) Test MSE 

64 Adamax tanh 0.2 0.001 0.000043633 

64 Adadelta tanh 0.1 0.05 0.000045415 

64 Adadelta tanh 0.1 0.1 0.000047583 

64 Adadelta tanh 0.2 0.05 0.000047906 

32 Adagrad tanh 0.1 0.1 0.000048397 

64 Adamax tanh 0.1 0.001 0.000048572 

32 Adamax tanh 0.1 0.001 0.000050041 

64 Adagrad tanh 0.2 0.1 0.000051697 

64 Adadelta tanh 0.1 0.2 0.000052008 

32 Adagrad tanh 0.2 0.2 0.000052436 

 

Table 7 shows the best 10 values and parameters out of 576 combinations (Figure 1) for the hourly dataset. 

 

Table 8 The results of the daily dataset with hparam parameters (epoch=100).  

Batch size Optimizer 

Activation 

function Dropout  

Learning 

rate(Lr) Test MSE 

64.000 tanh 0.1 Adamax 0.001 0.00061806 

128.00 relu 0.1 adam 0.001 0.00061871 

128.00 tanh 0.1 Adagrad 0.100 0.00062113 

128.00 tanh 0.2 adam 0.001 0.00062767 

128.00 tanh 0.2 Adagrad 0.100 0.00062931 

64.000 tanh 0.1 Adadelta 0.200 0.00063148 

64.000 tanh 0.2 Adadelta 0.200 0.00063465 

128.00 relu 0.2 Adagrad 0.100 0.00063694 

32.000 relu 0.1 Adamax 0.001 0.00063716 
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32.000 softmax 0.1 adam 0.001 0.00063835 

Table 8 shows the best 10 values and parameters out of 576 combinations (Figure 1) for the daily dataset. 

The daily dataset produces better results with a small learning rate and small dropout values, whereas the hourly dataset 

produces better results with a large learning rate and large dropout values. 

5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The contribution of this paper, the Bitcoin price prediction problem is to infer which of the hyperparameters work better with 

each other. 

We observed that the test MSE values of the hourly dataset gave better results than the daily dataset. 

For numerical time series, it is recommended to set the go-backward parameter to False. 

Tanh and relu activation functions are suitable for these datasets. 

It is quite clear that the SGD optimizer gives better results with the learning rate parameter, and we recommend they to be 

used together. 

In general, the impact of batch size on performance, the higher the batch size, the better the test MSE value. 

When all other parameters were fixed, it was seen that tanh and relu activation functions with SGD, Adam, RMSprop and 

Adamax optimizers, and sigmoid activation function with Adadelta optimizer gave better results. 

Achieved the two-layer LSTM with the parameters we optimized, better than the 3 and 4-layer LSTM, which shows us the 

importance of hyperparameter optimization. 

As seen in Tables 7 and 8 the result of “g”, better MSE values were obtained when Lr decreased, and batch size was constant, 

or Lr was constant and batch size increased, or dropout increases, and the other parameters fixed. 

When the test MSE values of the daily and hourly datasets are examined, the hourly dataset is recommended since the hourly 

dataset produces better test MSE values. 
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ABSTRACT 
The increase in environmental problems such as climate change and air pollution caused by global warming has 

risen the popularity of electric vehicles (EVs) used in the smart grid environment. The increasing number of 

EVs can affect the grid in terms of power loss and voltage bias by changing the existing demand profile. 

Effective predicting of EV’s energy demand ensures reliability and robustness of grid use, as well as aiding 

investment planning and resource allocation for charging infrastructures. In this study, the electricity demand 

amounts in Boulder and Perth cities are modeled by Support Vector Regression, Random Forest, Gauss Process, 

and Multilayer Perceptron algorithms. In addition, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on energy demand in 

electric vehicles and the energy demand behavior of EV owners were analyzed. The findings reveal that electric 

vehicle owners usually start to charge their vehicles during the daytime, the COVID-19 pandemic causes a 

severe decrease in EVs energy demand, and the support vector regression (SVR) is more successful in energy 

demand forecasting. Furthermore, the results indicate that the decline in electricity demand during the COVID-

19 pandemic caused reductions in the prediction accuracy of the SVR model (a decrease of 17.1% in training 

and 12.6% in test performance, P<0.001). 
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1. Introduction 

Energy and fuel consumption has a major impact on climate change. The transportation sector ranks second after electricity 

generation in terms of fossil fuel use [1]. Global warming levels are predicted to be 2°C above if measures are not taken to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions [2]. CO2 is one of the most common greenhouse gases, with around 25% of total global 

CO2 emissions from transportation [3]. The transportation sector is one of the fastest-growing sectors and the automotive 

sector has sought an alternative energy source due to the effects of greenhouse gases released into the atmosphere. In addition, 

according to the UK Department of Transport, 97% of energy consumption in transport comes from the use of oil [4]. The 

amount of use of the currently limited oil reserves is expected to cause the complete depletion of this resource in the near 

future. These disadvantages necessitate the use of alternative energy sources. 

Electric vehicles (EVs) are a reliable alternative to conventional internal combustion engine vehicles as they are more 

environmentally friendly and energy efficient. Electric vehicles offer lower carbon emissions compared to gasoline-powered 

vehicles. The popularity of electric vehicles has increased as environmental problems such as climate change caused by 

global warming and air pollution has become a global problem. Green transportation vehicles such as e-scooter, e-bikes, and 

bus rapid transit provide significant advantages in terms of energy security, environmental sustainability, combating air 

pollution, cost savings, and fuel economy [3]. Because of these advantages, many governments and government agencies are 

developing targets and policies to incentivize electric vehicles. This has further escalated the boom in the EV market in recent 

http://saucis.sakarya.edu.tr/
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-7958-7251
mailto:pkaya@nku.edu.tr
https://doi.org/10.35377/saucis...1209519
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years and achieved commercially successful [3]. According to the report of the International Energy Agency (IEA), the 

number of electric vehicles in the world was approximately 3.1 million in 2017, and it is expected to increase to 125 million 

by 2030 [5, 6]. 

The Chinese government offers EV manufacturers many incentives for the commercialization of electric vehicles, such as 

tax reductions, suspension in the purchase of electric vehicles, and increasing charging opportunities. China has the largest 

electric vehicle market today. A decade ago, the Chinese government established a medium-term strategy aiming to sell a 

total of 5 million vehicles by the end of 2020. By the end of 2020, an important milestone was reached with the launch of 

4.92 million new energy vehicles, including battery-electric, plug-in hybrid, and fuel cell vehicles [7]. The United States is 

the second-largest country in the world with EV sales around 30% of the global market. Nationwide sales of plug-in hybrid 

EVs (PHEVs) and battery powered EVs increased nearly 5x from 2012 to 2018 (increased from 50,000 to 360,000). For 

many years, California has spent millions of dollars driving EV adoption. It also plans to allocate more funds to future 

infrastructure work [3, 8]. Energy consumption in the transportation sector in South Korea in 2015 constitutes approximately 

18% of the country's energy consumption. About 97% of the country's primary energy consumption is based on imports. The 

government is promoting the development and use of electric vehicle infrastructure to overcome reliance on oil [3]. In light 

of the Paris Agreement, it is crucial to continue to promote better modeling techniques for the successful adoption of EVs 

[9].  

The significant increase in the number of electric vehicles shows that the countries efforts to promote green transportation 

vehicles have been carried out successfully. This increase in the number of vehicles also leads to an increase in electricity 

demand. The increase in electricity demand may cause an interruption if the balance in the grid is not maintained effectively. 

An uninterrupted electricity supply is essential for the functioning of modern civilization. Therefore, energy demand/load 

forecasting plays an important role in the operation and planning of electric power [4].  

The machine learning approach is widely used to find solutions to problems such as demand forecasting, power quality, and 

price forecasting in the smart grid. Ensuring sustainable transportation to meet future energy needs is now a vital mission of 

the countries. Through computer-aided forecasting methods, electrical power distribution can predict demand and power 

consumers accordingly. 

The main motivation of this study is to propose a robust and highly accurate system that can predict electricity demand 

through real-world EV consumption values in two different regions. The innovations and contributions brought by the study 

are as follows. 

• To propose an effective machine learning-based approach for energy demand forecasting in EVs, 

• To observe the energy demand behavior of EV owners, 

• To observe the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on energy demand in EVs, 

• To analyze the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the energy demand prediction performance of the machine learning 

model, 

• To contribute to EV charging station planners and operators with a successful energy demand forecast. 

2. Related Work 

Some studies in this field in the literature, including statistical, machine learning, artificial intelligence, and deep learning in 

energy estimation in electric vehicles, are summarized in Table 1. 

3. Materials and Methods 

The use of simulated data or information in modeling studies hinders repeatable work and slows down research in the field. 

Therefore, it is important to work with real-world data in modeling studies. There is a lot of publicly available real-world 

data on electric vehicles. Open databases of governments are presented in Table 2. 

3.1 Research area and data 

In this study, energy demand data for electric vehicles in Perth & Kingdon, and Boulder were used. The reason for using two 

different real-world datasets is to generalize the success of prediction models. The reason for selecting the Perth dataset is 

containing many samples and data before the COVID-19 outbreak. The reason for choosing the Boulder dataset is that the 

number of samples is high, and it contains energy demand samples (COVID-19 data) until the near future. Thus, the effects 

of COVID-19 curfews on energy demand can be observed, and how forecast models affect forecast performance can be 

analyzed statistics of Perth and Boulder datasets are given in Table 3. In this study, only the energy demand variable was 

used since it was estimated based on the time series. This variable includes the energy demand amounts used at different 

times of the day. However, in this study, the total amount of energy demand per day was calculated and used in learning 

models. The models were trained with 80% of the datasets, and the prediction performances of the models were tested with 

20% of the dataset. 
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Table 1 Some of the studies in the literature about energy prediction in electric vehicles 

Author(s) Method(s) 
Accurate 

Method 

Evaluation 

Criteria(s) 
Data Performance 

Unterluggauer 2021 

[10] 
LSTM LSTM MAE demand forecast 

MAEshopping=4.35 

MAEresidential=1.53 

MAEpublic=2.7 

MAEwork=1.85 

Yi 2021 [3] 
Seq2seq, 

LSTM Seq2seq 

R2, 

MAE, 

RMSE 
charging demand 

R2=0.85 

MAE=10.6 

RMSE=14.73 

Na 2020 [11] LSTM, DBN, 

LSTM-DBN 

LSTM-DBN MAPE, RMSE demand forecast MAPE=1.03 

RMSE=5.67 

Huber 2020 [12] QR, MLPs, KDE MLP 

MAPE, 

MdAPE, 

Pinball 

parking duration, 

trip distance 

Parking duration=13.7% 

trip distance= 0.56% 

Zhang, 2020 [13] 

BPNN, SVM, SAE, 

TDNN, RNN, 

DBN, CNN 

CNN 
MAE, MAPE, 

RMSE 
demand forecast MAPE=3.21 

Zhu, 2019 [14] 

ANN, RNN, GRU, 

SAEs, Bi-LSTM, 

LSTM 

LSTM 
MAE, RMSE, 

R2 demand forecast 
MAE=0.29, 

RMSE=0.44 

Zhu, 2019a [15] 
DNN, RNN, 

LSTM, GRU 
GRU 

NRMSE, 

NMAE 
demand forecast 

NRMSE=2.89 

NMAE=0.77 

Tat 2018 [16] RNN, LSTM, MLP LSTM Accuracy 
energy 

consumption 
- 

Louie 2017 [17] SARIMA SARIMA BIC, MSE demand forecast 

BICSD=13150 

MSESD=610.5 

BICWA=13446 

MSEWA=808.4 

Amini, 2016 [18] ARIMA ARIMA MAE, MAPE, 
power 

consumption 

MAE=1.277 

MAPE=1.44 

Majidpour, 2016 [19] 

CNN, 

CNN+LSTM, 

T-GCN 

T-GCN RMSE 
energy 

consumption 
RMSE=161 

Majidpour, 2014 [20] 
SVR, RF, 

kNN, MPSF 
MPSF MAE, SMAPE 

energy 

consumption 

MAE=13.05 

SMAPE=14.06 

 

Xydas, 2013 [4] 
SVM, 

Monte Carlo 
SVM MAPE, RMSE demand forecast 

MAPE=3.69 

RMSE=50.13 

MPSF: Modified Pattern-based Sequence Forecasting, SAE: Stacked autoencoder, TDNN: Time-delayed Neural Network, 

BPNN: Backpropagation Neural Network, RNN: Recurrent Neural Network, DBN: Deep belief network, QR: Quantile 

regression, MLP: Multi-layer perceptron, KDE: Kernel density estimator, Seq2Seq: Sequence to Sequence, LSTM: Long 

short-term memory, SeqST-GAN: Seq2Seq Generative Adversarial Nets, SD: San Diego State, WA: Washington State. 

 

Table 2 Electric vehicle charging station datasets by country. 

Countries Data Reference 

Canada Historical charging [21] 

Finland Real-Time charging [22] 

France Real-Time and Historical charging [23, 24] 

Germany Real-Time charging [25] 

Netherlands Real-Time and Historical charging [26, 27] 

Norway Real-Time charging [22] 

Sweden Real-Time charging [22, 28] 

UK Historical charging [29, 30] 

USA Historical charging [31-34] 
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Table 3 Statistics of used datasets in this study 

Dataset Perth Boulder 

Transaction Date 
First 09 Jan 2016 01 Jan 2018 

Last 31 Aug 2019 31 Aug 2021 

Total Transactions 

Weekdays 44664 21198 

Weekends 16393 8022 

All 61057 29220 

Park Duration (h) 

Mean 1.15 - 

Standard 

Deviation 
2.09 - 

3.2 Machine learning models 

In this study, different machine learning models are used for energy demand forecasting in Perth and Boulder datasets. These 

models used are briefly described below. 

Support Vector Regression (SVR), is the version of the support vector machine [35] method used for numerical data, that is, 

for regression. In SVR, there are two situations where the data is linearly separable or linearly inseparable. In linearly 

separable data structures, two classes can be separated from each other by a line, while to classify data that cannot be separated 

linearly, the data is moved to a different dimension in various ways, and the data is classified by finding the best separating 

hyperplane. In nonlinear problems, transformations are performed using kernel functions to analyze the data by moving it to 

a higher dimensional feature space. The most commonly used are the linear, polynomial, radial basis, and sigmoid kernel 

functions [36]. Data can be separated linearly by determining the optimum hyper-plane as a result of transformations [37] 

Random Forest (RF) [38], consists of two-stage. At the stage of building the RF structure; (i) selection of k features from 

all features, (ii) compute the node d presenting the best split point among selected features, (iii) create daughter nodes by 

splitting the node d, (iv) repeat the previous three steps until reaching the desired number of nodes, (v) repeat all the previous 

steps to build a forest with n number of decision trees. In the estimation stage from the RF model; (i) apply test data to the 

created decision tree and predict new outputs, (ii) for each predicted value, the votes (importance) are computed, (iii) high 

voted prediction is considered as the final output value from RF model. 

Gauss Process (GP), is a stochastic process in which any finite number of random variables follow a multivariate Gaussian 

distribution [39]. Various kernel functions are defined on the input samples and the output is created with their weighted 

sums. The output function is calculated as in Equation (1). 

𝒇(𝒙) = ∑ 𝒘𝒋𝜱𝒋(𝒙)

𝑯

𝒋=𝟏

=  𝒘𝑻𝜱(𝒙) (1) 

Here 𝛷(𝑥) is a kernel function defined on the input data, w is the weights of the functions, and H is the number of kernel 

functions. 

The process of finding the weights over the predetermined kernel functions is performed with the function minimization 

optimization in Equation (2). 

𝑱(𝒘) =
𝟏

𝟐
∑(𝒘𝑻𝜱(𝒙𝒊) − 𝒚𝒊)

𝟐

𝑵

𝒊=𝟏

+  
𝝀

𝟐
𝒘𝑻𝒘 (2) 

Here 𝑦𝑖 is the actual value of instance i, 𝜆 is the regularization parameter, and N is the number of samples in the training set. 

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), is a fully connected, feedforward type of neural network [40]. MLP consists of at least an 

input, a hidden, and an output layer. Input neurons transmit the information they receive to neurons in the hidden layer. 

Hidden layer neurons gather the information they receive from the input layer by weighting, passing it through a function, 

and transmitting it to the output layer. Output neurons, on the other hand, gather the information they receive from the hidden 

layer by weighting, passing it through a function, and producing its output. Network training is initially performed by 

iteratively changing the weights of randomly selected interneuron connections by presenting each training sample to the 

network. When a training example is given to the network in the training phase, the output of the network is found. Then, for 

this training example, using the differences between the output of the network and the actual output value, the value of the 

weights between the neurons is changed to produce values that approximate the actual output. After the outputs of the network 
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are found in the training process, the error value is calculated for each neuron in this layer. After the errors of the neurons in 

the output layer are found, they are used to calculate the error values of the neurons in the hidden layer. The weights are 

updated after the error value of all neurons in the network except the input layer is found. This update process for each sample 

in the training set is called the epoch. The effect of the update process made in the previous step on each update process is 

expressed with the momentum term. 

3.3 Evaluation metrics of models 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) metrics [41, 

42, 43] were used to evaluate the accuracy of machine learning models in forecasting EV electricity demand. Statistical 

metrics used in this study and their information are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4 Performance metrics used in this study. 

Metric Abbrev. Equation Values Preferred 

Mean Absolute Error  MAE ∑ (𝐲𝐢 − 𝐱𝐢)
𝐧
𝐢=𝟏

𝐧
  0,+

 
Smaller MAE 

Root Mean Square Error RMSE 

√
𝟏

𝐧
∑(𝐱𝐢 − 𝐲𝐢)

𝟐

𝐧

𝐢=𝟏

 

 0,+
 

Smaller RMSE 

Mean Absolute Percentage 

Error 

MAPE 𝟏

𝐧
∑ |

𝐱𝐢 − 𝐲𝐢

𝐱𝐢
| × 𝟏𝟎𝟎

𝐧

𝐢=𝟏

 
 0,+

 
Smaller MAPE 

n is the number of samples, , :i ix y  actual and predicted values. 

4. Experiments 

The total number of vehicles by the time of the Perth and Boulder datasets is given in Figure 1 to observe the charging start 

time behavior of EV owners. When the graphs are examined, the total number of vehicles that started to be charged between 

12:00 and 13:00 for the Perth dataset is the highest. In the Perth dataset, there are 61057 EVs in total, of which 55825, that 

is, approximately 91.4%, were determined to be starting to charge their vehicles during the daytime (07:00-19:00). When the 

graph of the Boulder dataset is examined, it is seen that there are three peaks for EVs charge start time. These are the at 

starting work (08:00-09:00), at lunch (12:00-13:00), and at the end of the working hour (17:00-18:00). It was also observed 

that approximately 12% of the EVs were charged between 19:00 and 07:00. 

 

Figure 1 Charging start times of EVs for the Perth and Boulder datasets 
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The total electricity demand amounts of electric vehicles have been analyzed quarterly and annually, and the graphs are 

presented in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2 Quarterly total energy demand (kWh) of EVs 

 

The increase in the EV market causes an increase in the amount of electricity demand day by day. When the total energy 

demand of the Perth dataset is examined, it is seen that the amount of energy demand increases linearly every year. In the 

Boulder dataset, the total energy demand amount increased considerably in 2019 compared to 2018. However, the COVID-

19 epidemic, which started in China in December 2019, caused curfews and thus a decrease in energy demand. The negative 

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on energy demand is clearly visible in the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th quarters of 2020 in the 

Boulder dataset. As a matter of fact, with the relaxation or expiration of the curfews, energy demand increased to its previous 

levels in the 2nd quarter of 2021. The daily total energy demand amounts in the Perth and Boulder dataset are illustrated in 

Figure 3. When the daily energy demand amounts are examined, a linear increase is observed in general. However, the 

curfews due to the COVID-19 outbreak in 2020 caused a significant decrease in the daily energy demand for EVs. 

 
Figure 3 Daily total energy demand (kWh) for the Perth and Boulder datasets 

 

In this study, two different real-world datasets were used to analyze and generalize the energy demand forecasting capability 

of models. For this, machine learning methods are first trained and then applied to predict at each time point (respectively) 

by stepping through the data. These forecasts are aggregated and summarized using the MAE (kWh), MAPE (%), and RMSE 

metrics for each predicted future time step. In this study, 3-time units for forecasting, namely 1-step-ahead (1-s-a), 2-step-

ahead (2-s-a), and 3-step-ahead (3-s-a), forecasts are collected and summarized. In this study, each time unit is a day. This 

allows us to see, to a certain extent, how future predictions change over time relative to closer ones. Models were trained 
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with 80% of the dataset and tested with 20%. Table 5-8 shows the performance of the prediction models on the training and 

test data for the Perth dataset. Likewise, Table 9-12 shows the energy demand estimation performances for the Boulder 

dataset. 

Table 5 RF model results on the training set (1017 instances) and test set (203 instances) – Perth dataset 

 Training set Test set 

1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 

#instances 1005 1004 1003 – 203 202 201 – 

MAE 40.10 48.35 55.01 47.82 181.51 182.81 187.99 184.10 

MAPE 7.50 9.07 10.41 8.99 16.75 16.83 17.29 16.96 

RMSE 51.39 63.61 72.87 62.62 232.87 235.72 242.63 237.07 

Table 6 SVR model results on the training set (1017 instances) and test set (203 instances) – Perth dataset 

 Training set Test set 

1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 

#instances 1005 1004 1003 – 203 202 201 – 

MAE 102.35 106.83 107.89 105.69 122.31 120.27 119.82 120.80 

MAPE 19.11 20.13 20.37 19.87 12.40 12.16 12.10 12.22 

RMSE 133.03 138.16 140.00 137.06 153.11 150.21 151.95 151.76 

 

Table 7 GP model results on the training set (1017 instances) and test set (203 instances)– Perth dataset 

 Training set Test set 

1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 

#instances 1005 1004 1003 – 203 202 201 – 

MAE 109.26 114.15 114.89 112.77 127.87 132.26 138.31 132.81 

MAPE 21.25 22.29 22.38 21.97 13.59 14.23 14.97 14.26 

RMSE 139.01 144.52 146.12 143.22 159.01 165.02 173.48 165.84 

 

Table 8 MLP model results on the training set (1017 instances) and test set (203 instances) – Perth dataset 

 Training set Test set 

1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 

#instances 1005 1004 1003 – 203 202 201 – 

MAE 117.86 139.19 154.19 137.08 381.07 375.82 588.13 448.34 

MAPE 19.99 23.21 25.81 23.00 37.44 37.78 57.71 44.31 

RMSE 148.18 173.65 193.62 171.82 514.84 500.78 743.03 586.22 

 

When the energy forecasting performances of the models are compared, it is seen that the SVR method is more successful 

than other methods for both the Perth and the Boulder datasets. While the estimation methods made more successful 

estimations for the Perth dataset, it was seen that the estimation error was higher in the Boulder dataset. The higher model 

error is thought to be due to the sudden decrease in electricity demand caused by the COVID-19 outbreak. For this reason, 

the energy demand estimation was made again after the period in which the sudden decrease in the Boulder dataset was 

experienced was removed from the dataset. The dataset was ended in November 2019 so that the performance of the 

estimation methods would not be affected by the energy drop caused by the COVID-19 outbreak (Figure 4). 
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Table 9 RF model results on the training set (1068 instances) and test set (267 instances) – Boulder dataset 

 Training set Test set 

1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 

#instances 1056 1055 1054 – 267 266 265 – 

MAE 16.69 20.59 23.63 20.30 74.38 76.93 81.45 77.59 

MAPE 18.06 21.81 25.01 21.63 48.32 46.79 47.72 47.61 

RMSE 21.95 27.77 32.58 27.43 100.30 102.47 108.59 103.79 

 

Table 10 SVR model results on the training set (1068 instances) and test set (267 instances) – Boulder dataset 

 Training set Test set 

1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 

#instances 1056 1055 1054 – 267 266 265 – 

MAE 44.02 46.12 46.79 45.64 53.64 57.64 58.70 56.66 

MAPE 47.17 49.75 50.31 49.08 39.88 38.13 38.19 38.73 

RMSE 59.20 62.12 63.33 61.55 70.81 76.05 77.61 74.82 

 

Table 11 GP model results on the training set (1068 instances) and test set (267 instances) – Boulder dataset 

 Training set Test set 

1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 

#instances 1056 1055 1054 – 267 266 265 – 

MAE 50.22 53.87 55.09 53.06 68.23 85.25 100.13 84.54 

MAPE 66.81 74.37 77.58 72.92 46.91 53.56 63.89 54.79 

RMSE 63.85 68.39 70.36 67.53 83.99 102.42 119.40 101.94 

 

Table 12 MLP model results on the training set (1068 instances) and test set (267 instances) – Boulder dataset 

 Training set Test set 

1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 1-s-a 2-s-a 3-s-a Avg. 

#instances 1056 1055 1054 – 267 266 265 – 

MAE 41.62 46.04 48.99 45.55 364.21 385.87 305.93 352.00 

MAPE 35.15 37.68 39.97 37.60 200.35 231.60 178.39 203.45 

RMSE 52.92 58.60 62.53 58.02 470.39 515.60 432.13 472.71 

 

In this study, energy demand estimation was made for Boulder without COVID-19 samples (non-CoV-Boulder) with SVR, 

which is the most successful estimation method. In Figure 5, the train and test MAPE results of the datasets are presented 

comparatively. The MAPE metric is the percentage of error. It is seen that the MAPE value decreases for both train and test 

sets. This shows that the decrease in energy demand negatively affects forecast performance. 

5. Discussion 

Nowadays green transportation vehicles have been adopted by all governments due to the many advantages they provide, and 

various incentives are being carried out by State institutions to increase their use. The use of electric vehicles is increasing 

significantly every year. The increase in the number of electric vehicles brings with it many problems such as insufficient 
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charging stations and the inability to meet the electricity demand. For this reason, many studies have been carried out in the 

literature on the analysis of the behavior of EV owners and the forecasting of energy demand [44-47].  

 
Figure 4 Time series plot of the Boulder dataset without COVID-19 data. 

 
Figure 5 MAPE results of the SVR model for Boulder and n non-CoV-Boulder dataset. 

 

In our study, the total number of vehicles at the start of charging times for two different real-world datasets (Perth and 

Boulder) was examined to observe the charging behavior of EV owners. In both cities, the starting behavior at night appears 

to be lower compared to daytime charging (Figure 1). These findings show parallelism with previous studies in the literature 

[44, 45]. 

In this study, the most successful forecasting model was determined by comparing the forecasting performances of different 

machine learning methods for energy demand estimating. Both training and test prediction successes of prediction models 

are given in detail in Section 4. For a model to be considered successful, the prediction error for the test dataset must be the 

lowest. The estimation performance of the methods for the test data is summarized in Table 13. The experimental results 

obtained that the SVR method has the lowest average MAPE value in both test sets.  

Table 13 Test average MAE (kWh), MAPE, and RMSE results of all models. 

 Perth dataset Boulder dataset 

RF SVR GP MLP RF SVR GP MLP 

MAE 184.10 120.80 132.81 448.34 77.59 56.66 84.54 352.00 

MAPE 16.96 12.22 14.26 44.31 47.61 38.73 54.79 203.45 

RMSE 237.07 151.76 165.84 586.22 103.79 74.82 101.94 472.71 

 

In our experience, the reason why the energy demand forecast error in the Boulder dataset is higher than in the Perth dataset 

is that the Boulder dataset contains the COVID-19 data. Because the drastic decrease in energy demand during curfews (see 

Fig. 3) reduces the predictive ability of the models. For this reason, the samples in the COVID-19 period were removed from 

the Boulder dataset, and analyses were performed again. Thus, it was possible to measure the effect of the COVID-19 

pandemic on energy demand prediction. The energy demand was predicted with the SVR model, which is the most successful 

forecasting method, and the MAPE values for 1-s-a, 2-s-a, and 3-s-a are presented in Fig. 6. The Post Hoc test was applied 
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to measure the statistical significance of the mean MAPE values. Experimental results show the COVID-19 pandemic caused 

a decrease in energy demand for the SVR model of 17.1% in training performance and 12.6% in test performance, P<0.001. 

 
Figure 6 Box-plot of MAPE results  

6. Conclusion 

Increasing the number of EVs in traffic to reduce global warming and air pollution is among the priority targets of the 

governments. For this, major incentives are implemented by governments to encourage EV uptake. The serious increase in 

the number of EVs puts pressure on power system operators. Estimating EV energy demand with good accuracy and 

reliability is important for the control of the power system. The development of computer-aided energy demand systems will 

assist in decision-making for electricity market trading. This article contributes to EV energy demand forecasting by 

comparing machine learning time series models on two different real-world datasets. In addition, the impact of the COVID-

19 pandemic on energy demand in electric vehicles and the energy demand behavior of EV owners were analyzed. In the 

study, the electric vehicle energy consumption of Boulder and Perth city was estimated by SVR, RF, GP and MLP methods. 

The amount of electric vehicle energy demand in both regions was estimated more successfully by the SVR method 

(MAPEPerth is 12.2%, and MAPEBoulder is 38.7%). A serious decrease in energy demand has been observed during the COVID-

19 pandemic. It was observed that this decrease in energy demand negatively affected the forecast performance of the SVR 

model. The decrease in demand during the COVID-19 period resulted in a 17.1% decrease in the educational success of the 

SVR model and a 12.6% decrease in the test pajamas (P<0.001). Finally, it has been observed that electric vehicle owners 

usually start charging their vehicles during daylight hours. 
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 ABSTRACT 
Correctly determining the driving area and pedestrians is crucial for intelligent vehicles to reduce fatal road 

accident risk. But these are challenging tasks in the computer vision field. Various weather, road conditions, 

etc., make them difficult. This paper presents a vision-based road segmentation and pedestrian detection system. 

First, the roads are segmented using a deep learning-based consecutive triple filter size (CTFS) approach. Then, 

pedestrians on the segmented roads are detected using an object detection approach. The CTFS approach can 

create feature maps for small and big features. According to the experiments, the segmentation and object 

detection results have achieved successful results compared to the literature. The Jaccard index value is 95.84% 

for segmentation and the average precision value is 65.50% for the people detection task. The proposed system 

is a low-cost road segmentation and pedestrian detection system for intelligent vehicles. 

 

Keywords: Pedestrian detection, road segmentation, convolutional neural networks, intelligent vehicles, deep 
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1. Introduction 

Intelligent transportation systems have been very popular recently. These systems allow efficient and safe planning of the 

traffic. According to International Road Federation, the goals of Intelligent Transportation Technologies are as follows: (1) 

Safe roads and driving. (2) Providing sustainable road transportation. (3) Collecting the data. (4) Transferring, processing, 

and analyzing the data. (5) Smart decision. These technologies can be applied in many fields like vehicle navigation [1], [2], 

traffic signal control systems [3], [4], [5], and pedestrian detection systems [6], [7]. This technology can be helpful for all 

humanity, especially visually impaired and disabled people. 

To ensure safety, first, the intelligent vehicle's road must be correctly determined. On the other hand, road segmentation is 

difficult to work in the computer vision field. Because different road and weather conditions, etc., make these tasks difficult. 

Potholes on the roads may reduce the segmentation performance. Also, for efficient traffic management, roads are designed 

with various patterns like rectangular, radial, and hexagonal. So, the roads contain small and big features in terms of computer 

vision. Correctly mapping these features is significant for a high-performance system. 
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In order to prevent loss of life, the pedestrians on the road must also be correctly determined. Pedestrian detection on the road 

is also a challenging task because pedestrians may wear clothes in a wide variety of colors. Also, some environmental factors 

such as light and/or weather conditions, and complex backgrounds can camouflage the pedestrians. In addition, in some 

environments, the pedestrian body may not be completely observed due to the occlusions. 

This study presents a deep learning-based road segmentation and pedestrian detection system. The system first segments road 

images taken by a vehicle-mounted camera. Then, the system starts to detect pedestrians on the segmented road images. The 

main contribution of the study is given below: 

1) The low-cost proposed system allows robust road segmentation and pedestrian detection tasks using a simple 

camera.  

2) A deep learning-based multi-task system is developed, which applies both segmentation and detection tasks. 

The system architecture is shown in Figure 1. As can be seen in the figure, the system includes two subsystems (a and b). 

The first subsystem(a) has been trained to segment road images as road vs. background. In this stage, a CNN-based algorithm 

has been developed. The second subsystem(b) has been trained for the human detection task. For this purpose, a pre-trained 

YOLOv7 network has been used. In the realization stage, the system takes an image using a vehicle-mounted camera. Then, 

this image is used as an input for both trained subsystems, and results have been obtained. Both system results have been 

combined in a single final image. 

 

Figure 1 The system architecture: training step for segmentation task (a) and human detection task (b), system 

pipeline (c) 

2. Related Works 

2.1 Road segmentation 

Many road segmentation studies used radar [8], laser scanners [9], stereovision [10], etc. for detecting road markings or 

boundaries. 

Vision-based road segmentation studies are mainly based on three approaches, namely feature-based, model-based, and 

neural network-based approaches [11].  

Feature-based approaches use color, texture, and edge information to detect and segment the road area [12], [13]. Although 

this method has the advantage of not requiring prior knowledge of the road shape, it is quite disadvantageous in road 

conditions such as shadow and water [14]. According to [15], studying road detection using texture information has two 

disadvantages. One of them is the strong perspective effect of road scenes. Also, random aperiodic textures usually are 

presented by roads, and these are not easily characterizable. 

Model-based approaches build a road model taking into account the shape of the road. They extract the lanes with edge 

detection and match the lanes with the road model. The disadvantage of this approach is establishing a road model is quite 

difficult [11]. 
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Neural network-based approaches perform using input and output data. If there is sufficient input data, it can produce 

successful results. 

Recently, deep learning-based approaches have been studied in road segmentation tasks. In [16], the authors modified the 

structure of a deep network for an effective process in the case of memory and running time. In [15], the authors proposed a 

CNN approach to segment road scene images. In [17], the authors proposed a Siamese deep neural network based on FCN-

8s to detect the road region. They collected the data from a LIDAR sensor and a monocular camera. In [17], the authors 

proposed a supervised deep Auto-Encoder model for road segmentation tasks. In [18], the authors proposed a CNN model to 

distinguish different image patches. 

2.2 Human detection 

Human detection systems are basically developed in three steps. Firstly, the regions which are potentially covered by human 

components are extracted. Secondly, extracted regions are described. The last step is the classification process for human vs. 

non-human areas. 

In the literature, three basic feature extraction methods have been used for human detection. These are shape-based, 

appearance-based, and motion-based methods [19]. Shape-based methods use edge-based features for detecting human 

objects. In appearance-based methods, color and texture information is used. If the object's motion patterns are different, 

motion monitoring can be used to discriminate objects. For detecting human motion, firstly, temporal features are determined 

using the temporal difference or optical flows. If the human features are detected, the classification step starts [19].  

Also, deep learning has been mostly used for human detection tasks [20][21]. In the proposed study, the pedestrian detection 

task has been performed using a deep transfer learning approach. 

3. Methodology 

Recently, deep learning has been popular owing to the increasing data sources and improvement of powerful computer 

equipment. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a deep learning method that shows successful results in computer vision 

problems. CNNs can be designed using a different combination of convolution, pooling, ReLU, fully connected, softmax etc. 

layers. 

In convolution layers, filters operate on the input images. The mathematical definition of convolution is given in Equation 

(1) [22]. 

𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗) = (𝐼 ∗ 𝐾)(𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑ ∑ 𝐼(𝑖 + 𝑚, 𝑗 + 𝑛)𝐾(𝑚, 𝑛)           

𝑛𝑚

 (1) 

In the Equation: K is a kernel, I is an input image, S is the production result after the convolution operation, and i, j, m, n are 

the index values. 

The pooling layer is not an obligatory layer. It can be used to reduce the input size. It causes a reduction in the size of width 

and height [23]. Thus, less processing load is provided for the next layers. Also, the pooling layer can help reduce overfitting. 

In [24], the authors suggest using a non-linear activation function for quick learning in CNNs. In this paper, ReLU is used 

for this purpose. The Mathematical Equation of ReLU is given in Equation (2). In the Equation, x is the input of the activation 

function. 

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(0, 𝑥) (2) 

In order to avoid overfitting in the CNNs, the dropout layer is used [25]. In this layer, some nodes are deleted. Thus, 

dependence on a particular neuron is prevented. The fully connected layer connects to all nodes in the previous layer. It is 

used before the classification layer. 

The CNNs are trained based on the feed-forward technique. In this technique, information is transmitted through the network. 

After that, the error value is calculated based on the produced result and the corresponding target. In the proposed study, the 

error is calculated using the Least Mean Square Error (LMSE). The mathematical definition of LMSE is given in Equation 

(3) [22]. 

𝐽(𝑤) =
1

2
∑(𝑡𝑘 − 𝑧𝑘)2

𝑐

𝑘=1

 (3) 

In the Equation, t is the target vector, z is the produced result vector, t and z are vectors with the length of c, w represents the 

weights, and k represents the index. 

In order to increase the network segmentation performance based on the error value Backpropagation Algorithm is used. 
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3.1 Road segmentation using Consecutive Triple Filter Size Approach - CTFS 

Roads may include different patterns such as rectangular, radial, etc. Thus, they have different sizes of features. For effective 

road segmentation, these features must be correctly detected. For this purpose, in the proposed system, a CNN architecture 

is designed that contains consecutive 3x3, 5x5, and 7x7 filters in convolution blocks. The structure of convolutional layers 

with the CTFS approach is shown in Figure 2. In the proposed network, the properties of all consecutive triple convolution 

blocks are the same. These properties are given in Table 1. 

 

 

Figure 2 The structure of convolutional layers with CTFS 

 

Table 1 Layer properties of proposed CTFS blocks 

Type of layer #Filter Filters Padding 

convolution 64 3x3 1 

convolution 64 5x5 2 

convolution 64 7x7 3 

 

The proposed CNN architecture contains 2 maxpool layers with 2x2, 5 CTFS blocks, 2 transposed-convolution layers with 

4x4 size 64 filters, 1 fully connected layer, 1 normalization layer, 1 softmax and 1 pixel classification layer. It also includes 

15 batch normalization layers after each convolution layer, and 15 relu layers after each batch normalization layer. The 

proposed CNN architecture is illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Proposed CNN architecture 

Road segmentation is considered as a binary classification problem. Thus, the image pixels have been classified as 

background vs. road. As the learning rate of 0.001 is used.  

The proposed network also includes an encoder-decoder subnetwork. With the encoder, the inputs are downsampled; then, 

with the decoder, the output of the encoder is upsampled. 

3.2 Pedestrian detection using YOLOv7 

The YOLO [26], [27] is an object detection network. In the YOLO, the detection problem is structured as a regression 

problem. The bounding box coordinates and probabilities of each class are produced through regression.  

In this network, training images are divided into S× S grids. If the center of the target ground truth is in a grid; this grid is 

responsible for detecting the target.  

Grids predict bounding boxes, their confidence scores, and conditional probabilities of the classes [28]. The mathematical 

definition of confidence is shown in Equation (4) [28]: 

 

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑝𝑟(𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡)𝑥𝐼𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ, 𝑝𝑟(𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) ∈ {0,1} (4) 
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If the target is in a grid pr(object)=1; otherwise, it becomes 0. In order to represent the confidence between the reference and 

the predicted bounding box, 𝐼𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ is used. The confidence shows if the grid includes objects. If it includes objects, the 

confidence also represents the predicted bounding box accuracy. 

In July 2022, the YOLO family introduced a new version called YOLOv7. [29] claims that this version is the fastest and most 

accurate real-time object detector to date. The E-ELAN is the computational block in the YOLOv7 backbone. This E-ELAN 

architecture enables the framework to learn better. It has been designed by analyzing the performance factors such as impact 

speed and accuracy. YOLOv7 is based on a compound model scaling approach. In YOLOv7, width and depth are scaled in 

coherence for concatenation-based models.  

After the training stage, the re-parameterization method is used to improve the model. Due to this operation, training time 

may increase, but results can be better. There are 2 types of re-parametrizations: Model level and Module level. For model 

level re-parametrization, there are 2 options: (1) Train multiple models with different training data but the same settings. 

Then average weights are calculated to obtain the final model. (2) Calculate the average weights of models at different epochs. 

In Module level re-parameterization, the model training process is divided into multiple modules. The outputs are combined 

to obtain the final model [29]. 

Classic YOLO architecture includes a backbone, a neck, and a head. The head includes the predicted outputs. Differently, 

YOLOv7 has multiple heads. The head responsible for the final output is called as Lead Head. The head which helps with 

training in the middle layers is called as Auxiliary Head. Using an assistant loss, the auxiliary heads' weights are updated. 

Thus, the model learns better [29].  

4. Experimental Results 

4.1 Database 

For the road segmentation task, The Cambridge-driving Labeled Video Database (CamVid) [30] was used. The dataset 

contains 701 images that were taken by a driving automobile. The database has the original frames and their corresponding 

labeled frames. There are few images of people on the road in this database. Thus, for pedestrian detection, training could 

not be done in this database. 

The pedestrian detection system has been trained using the last version of the Pascal VOC dataset [31]. This dataset includes 

four main labels. These are person, vehicle, animal, and indoor. For the pedestrian detection task, the person labels with 

corresponding coordinate information have been selected. The pedestrian detection system has also been visually tested using 

CamVid images. 

The Pascal VOC dataset contains data with 20 labels. The Roboflow platform [32] was used to use only 'person' labeled data. 

Also, a YOLOv7 repository [33] was used to train and test the process for person detection. 

4.2 Experiments 

In the proposed system, firstly road segmentation task has been applied. Using the proposed CTFS approach, the system has 

been trained and tested with CamVid road images and their ground truths.  

Then, the pedestrian detection task has been applied. For pedestrian detection tasks, the system has been trained using 

YOLOv7. YOLOv7 has been trained with the Pascal VOC dataset for the human detection task. This trained network has 

been used for CamVid.  

Some visual results from CamVid have been shown in Figure 4. In this figure, columns a, and b show original images and 

their ground truths, respectively. Column c illustrates the segmentation results. Column d shows pedestrian detection results. 

Finally, column e shows the complete system result. As seen, the system produced visually successful results. 

In Figure 5, the automated road segmentation result for a test image has been compared to its ground truth. In this figure, 

black pixels indicate true negatives (TN), yellow pixels show true positives (TP), red pixels represent false negatives (FP) 

and green pixels are true negatives (FN). As seen in the figure, FP and FN are mostly produced in boundary fields that 

separate the two classes. Because the ground truths are manually created in the database, a small margin of error in these 

fields can be expected. 

To better examine the benefits of the proposed consecutive triple filter size approach, an object detection method has been 

applied to the same road segmentation task. Vgg16  [34] pre-trained network has been adapted to the road segmentation task 

and retrained. Finally, the results have been compared. 
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Figure 4 Visual results from the pedestrian detection system. a: original image b: ground truth for road segmentation c: road 

segmentation result d: pedestrian detection result e: complete system result 

 

To evaluate the proposed CTFS approach, different criteria indexes have been used. These are False Positive Rate (FPR), 

TPR (True Positive Rate), and IoU (Intersection-Over-Union) metrics. To evaluate the pedestrian detection part; the Average 

precision (AP) metric has been used. Their mathematical definition is given in Equations (5), (6), (7), (8) and (9).  

𝐹𝑃𝑅 =
𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
 (5) 

𝑇𝑃𝑅 (𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙) =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 (6) 

𝐼𝑜𝑈 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 (7) 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑃) =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 (8) 

𝐴𝑃 = ∑𝑛(𝑅𝑛 − 𝑅𝑛−1)𝑃𝑛 

 
(9) 

where 𝑃𝑛 and 𝑅𝑛 are the precision and recall at the nth threshold. 

 

 

Figure 5 Visual results from the pedestrian detection system 

Table 2 compares the success rate of the CTFS approach with other studies that use the same CamVid dataset. In the different 

literature studies, different number of classes were used according to their own scenario. The success rates which are reported 
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in Table 2 belong to the" road" label success rate. These are obtained from the study's confusion matrices. As can be seen in 

Table 2, the proposed study shows the best performance in terms of the FPR index. In addition, the proposed system 

outperformed most of the approaches and ranked second behind Vgg16 in terms of IoU and TPR indexes. Vgg16 is a pre-

trained network, and it was trained with more than one million images. In Vgg16, just 3x3 filter size was used. Although the 

proposed CNN architecture was trained with fewer data (1200 images), it produced a close result to Vgg16. Also, for higher 

quality, the number of data can be increased, and the methods presented in [35] can be implemented to speed up the runtime. 

Table 2 Performance comparison of the road segmentation subsystem to other studies that used the same CamVid dataset. 

Approach FPR TPR 
IoU Inference 

time 

K means [36] 15.80 78.6 63.50 0.25 s 

Supervised Deep AE  [36] 3.30 97.1 95.40 0.03s 

Resnet [37] - - 75.8 - 

HyperSeg [38] - - 78.1 - 

Vgg16 (transfer learning) 3.05 97.94 95.98 1.45s 

Proposed approach 2.34 97.86 95.84 0.88 s 

The comparison table of the pedestrian detection part is shown in Table 3. As can be seen in this table, the proposed pedestrian 

subsystem gives successful results in terms of the average precision index. Also, the precision-recall curve of the pedestrian 

detection part is given in Figure 6. A high area under the curve shows high recall and high precision. 

Table 3 Performance comparison of the people detection subsystem to other studies that used the same Pascal VOC dataset. 

Method 
Av. 

precision 

Inference 

time 

HOG III Feature [39] 52.10 2s 

G Feature [40] 51.30 - 

Fusion of G and T Feature [41] 52.10 - 

Faster R-CNN [42]  65.00 - 

YOLOv7 65.50 0.2ms 

 

Figure 6 Precision-recall curve of the pedestrian detection task 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, a deep learning-based road segmentation and pedestrian detection system for intelligent vehicles has been 

presented. The system includes two main steps. In the first step, the system segments road images and detects roads. In the 

second step, it detects pedestrians on the roads.  

For the road segmentation task, a deep learning-based consecutive triple filter size approach has been developed. This model 

has been trained and tested using the CamVid dataset. Owing to consecutive 3x3, 5x5 and 7x7 filter blocks, small and big 

features have been mapped. Also, Vgg16 was retrained for the road segmentation task using the transfer learning method. 
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Then, the results of both networks were compared. Although Vgg16 was trained using more than one million data, the 

proposed approach reached close performance using just 1200 data.  

After that, the YOLOv7 network has been used for pedestrian detection tasks on the road. In this study, YOLOv7 network 

has been retrained with the Pascal VOC dataset to perform human detection tasks. Additionally, the trained network has been 

tested using the CamVid dataset.  

Both road segmentation and pedestrian detection subsystems have been evaluated using various metrics. They also compared 

to literature studies that used the same database. The comparison tables have been reported. They produced promising results 

compared to the literature. The visual results of the system have also been reported.  

In this study, it is focused on artificial intelligence and software to realize the system. This system can be integrated into any 

embedded system. With a simple camera fixed to the vehicle, the system can take images and transfer these images to a 

system and produce instant results. We are planning to expand this system for road anomaly detection in the near future.  
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ABSTRACT 
Geostationary Satellites (GEO) are being used commonly in the communication market. The service providers 

uplink or downlink the signal using their dedicated antennas (whether with or without tracking capability) to 

the GEO satellite. The satellite down-converts and amplifies the signal before sending it back to the end users 

on Earth. Usually, the user sets and adjusts their ground antenna to follow or cover the GEO satellite movement 

as much as possible. As soon as there is no reduction in the link budget, this pointing is assumed to be successful. 

On the other hand, the input power of the satellite, together with satellite longitude vs. latitude, can give 

reasonable ideas about the accuracy of the ground antenna pointing. In this study, ground station pointing 

performance is shown in two different cases: one with tracking and one without tracking capability.  
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1. Introduction 

Theoretically, the GEO satellites are located at about 42165.8 km from the center of Earth and assumed to be stable with 

reference to the Earth. But, due to different kinds of perturbations acting on the satellite, this movement cannot be stable and 

needs to be controlled using propellants on board [1]. The users, who have larger antennas, need to track the GEO satellites 

since the larger parabolic antennas have narrower beams according to the beamwidth formula [6]. On the other hand, this 

kind of antenna has more gain that is taken into account in the link budgets. Besides, users with smaller-sized antennas have 

to point and fix the antennas through the center of the satellite control box, as precisely as possible, to perfectly receive or 

transmit the power whenever the satellite is inside the dedicated control box. Nominally, for GEO satellites, ±0.1 degrees of 

the control box in latitude and longitude are used.  

In the literature, there are multiple studies regarding optimal tracking of GEO satellites [2], implementation of step-tracking 

[3], optical calibrations for these systems [4] or finding GEO satellite directions [5]. There are also some studies that detail 

the importance of pointing accuracy of the ground antenna [7], the movement of the satellite coverage when the inclination 

of the orbit is not controlled [8] and pointing errors due to perturbation on satellite movement [9]. In [10], the effects of the 

orbital parameters on the satellite link budget were simulated.   

In this study, we figure out, (1) how can we make sure that the tracking performance of the ground antenna is satisfactory? 

And (2) how the pointing of the fixed antenna can be confirmed? That’s why this study focuses on two kinds of users, ‘with’ 

http://saucis.sakarya.edu.tr/
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and ‘without’ tracking antennas in the ground station. The latitude and longitude of the GEO satellite, collected from Flight 

Dynamics Software, with received power of antenna (on satellite or ground-based on the case study) collected from the 

ground system, are used together. For the complete analysis, a flying GEO satellite is used. 

Case-1 uses a tracking ground antenna with a single uplink carrier to satellite. For case-2, a fixed ground antenna with a 

single carrier at downlink is used. We paid attention to observing the power level, whether on satellite or on ground, due to 

a single carrier. The weather was mostly clear sky, sometimes cloudy. 

2. Case 1: Tracking antenna received power at satellite 

For case 1, an antenna with a diameter of 6.2 meters is used, which has 56.35 dBi gain at 14.425 GHz. The antenna uses the 

monopulse tracking option to follow the beacon signal coming from the satellite and uplink a single carrier to the satellite 

receiver. To interpret the tracking accuracy, the input power level of the satellite receiver is used with the same time label of 

satellite latitude and longitude. Two months of intervals are selected for different cases which show good representations. 

The GEO satellite, used in this study, had two chemical orbital control maneuvers in 14 days cycles; first, a North/South 

maneuver to control the inclination and after a couple of days, an East maneuver to control the longitude and drift of the 

satellite.  

The hypothesis in this case-1 is; if the satellite always had the same level of input power reception during its movement inside 

the box for the selected period, this shows that the ground antenna is following the satellite perfectly. As two examples, 

Figure 1 below shows the satellite movement in latitude and longitude during (a) February 2020 and (b) May 2020. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1 GEO Satellite orbit at 42-degree East in (a) Feb. 2020 (b) May 2020. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2 The input power level at the GEO satellite from tracking ground antenna (a) Feb 2020 and (b) May 2020 
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Figure 2 below shows the input power level of the satellite receiver in color code while the satellite moves in its dedicated 

control box. As can be seen, there are some small areas where the link budget degraded during the weather condition and 

different power levels between the months. But overall, the input power level is almost stable and homogenous at each 

individual duration, as mentioned in the hypothesis. That shows the excellent performance of the tracking capability of the 

ground antenna, and we can easily confirm this result from the plot in Figure 2 below. The received power in the color codes 

is in dBm. The level decreased from February to May 2020 due to operational requests, but the distribution of the power level 

shows a small variation in time. This means the tracking performance of the ground antenna is successful. 

3. Case 2: non-tracking antenna, received power at ground antenna: 

For case-2, a non-tracking ground antenna is used with its received power. The hypothesis here is; while the satellite transmits 

the beacon signal continuously if the ground antenna is correctly pointed towards to center of the control box, it should 

receive the maximum level, especially when the satellite travels through the center of the box, which is 42-degree East in 

longitude and 0-degree in latitude in our case.  For this case, February 2020 and April 2020 are used, and the satellite 

movements inside the box are shown in Figure 3 below. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3 GEO Satellite orbit at 42-degree East in (a) Feb. 2020 (b) April 2020. 

 

The used ground antenna has 2.4 meters of diameter with 26 dB/K of G/T (@ 20° elevation, 10.7 GHz) and about 0.79545 

degrees of theoretical 3 dB beamwidth for 11.0 GHz receiver frequency [6]. The power levels in Figure 4 below are in dBm. 

As shown in Figure 4 above, the input power level of the fixed antenna is not homogenous even though the satellite emits no 

or negligible variation in time. For this example, the ground antenna does not precisely point to the center of the box. Still, it 

has a minor error in Azimuth (longitude) but more in Elevation (latitude). For more details, Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the 

power level versus longitude and latitude for given time durations. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4 The input power level at the non-tracking ground antenna receiver on (a) Feb 2020 and (b) April 2020  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5 Power level versus satellite longitude (a) Feb 2020 and (b) April 2020 

 

As seen from Figure 5, there is a variation in signal power level due to the thermal behavior of ground equipment. There is 

no significant variation in Longitude concerning the signal power. 

On the other hand, Figure 6 below shows the observed variations in time, which causes a similar variation as in longitude. 

As can be seen, there is a trend to increase when satellite travels in the North hemisphere for both time durations. This 

variation can explain the de-pointing of the ground antenna. When the satellite moves through the North, the input power 

level of the ground antenna increases and vice versa when it moves to the South.  

As can be seen from Figure 5 and Figure 6, the input power distribution inside the box is more stable in Figure 5. But the 

input power shows some trend behavior in Figure 6. This is evidence that this ground antenna has not been fixed to the center 

of the box of the related GEO satellite perfectly. It can be seen that the origin of the power distribution diagram is at almost 

42.0 degrees in longitude and 0.03 degrees in latitude. This means the azimuth and/or elevation must be corrected to eliminate 

the error in latitude. It has been noted here that the correction of the latitude for about 30 mdeg requires about -9 mdeg of 

correction in azimuth and about 34 mdeg of correction in elevation (based on the ground antenna location) by a generic Az/El 

calculation [6].  

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6 Power level versus satellite latitude (a) Feb 2020 and (b) April 2020 

 

4. Conclusion 

For GEO satellite communication links, it is essential to be sure that both the transmitters and receivers are well-pointed to 

each other. This study shows that the orbital information of the satellite gives reasonable outputs regarding the pointing of 

the ground antenna if they are used together with the received or transmitted power. This would allow the user to calculate 

the pointing losses more accurately in link budgets. 
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It is found in this study that pointing a ground antenna to a GEO satellite requires a good setting of azimuth and elevation 

angles or good tracking of the GEO satellite. In that sense, the GEO satellite operators may provide more realistic values to 

the end users regarding the pointing performance of their antennas and possible pointing loss in link budgets. 
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ABSTRACT 
Urine sediment tests are important in diagnosing abnormal diseases related to the urinary tract. The formation 

of cells such as red blood cells and white blood cells in the urine of patients is important for diagnosing the 

disease. Therefore, cells need to be fully identified in clinical urinalysis. Urinalysis with human eyes; since it is 

subjective, time consuming and causing errors, methods have been developed to automate microscopic analysis 

with the help of image processing. In this study, a deep learning algorithm (Yolov7), which gives successful 

results in image processing technology, was used as a method. The dataset used in the study was created by 

using microscopic images of urine sediment taken from the Biochemistry Laboratory of the Faculty of Medicine, 

Selcuk University. Seven different cell segmentation and classification studies have been carried out, including 

WBC, RBC, WBCC, Epithelial, Flat Epithelial, Mucs and Bubbles, which have clinical value for diagnosing 

the disease. Experimental studies were carried out with the Yolov7 algorithm, and the results were presented. 

As a result of the experiment, the urine cell images were segmented into cells using the deep learning method. 

The segmentation performance metrics, precision, recall, mAP(0.5) and F1-Score(%) were calculated as 0.384, 

0.759, 0.432 and 0.510, respectively. The segmented cells were classified as WBC, RBC, WBCC, Epithelial, 

Flat Epithelial, Mucs and Bubbles and the classification accuracies were obtained as 0.78, 0.94, 0.90, 0.57, 0.92, 

0.68 and 0.97, respectively. A mean classification success of 0.822 was achieved for all classes. Thus, it has 

been seen that the Yolov7 model can be used by experts as a tool for recognizing cells in the urine sediment. 

Consequently, it has been shown that suitable deep-learning models can be used to recognize the biometric 

properties of urinary sediment cells. With the model created using deep learning libraries, urine sediment cells 

can be easily classified, and it is possible to define many different cells if there is a dataset with a sufficient 

number of images. 

 

Keywords: Deep learning, urine sediment, classification, segmentation 
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1. Introduction 

Today, the microscope is used by technicians in many laboratories to detect cells or parasites. Urine sediment tests are 

important in diagnosing abnormal diseases related to the urinary tract. The formation of red blood cells, white blood cells, 

crystals, bacteria, and other microorganisms in the urine sediments of patients is of great importance for diagnosis. 

In 2010, the development of an automatic recognition and counting system for visual components of urine sediment was 

worked on. With the help of image processing technology, image segmentation, representation and definition, geometric 

properties and texture properties were obtained. The findings of the experiments showed that the ability to learn and classify 

the neural network could be effectively improved by combining genetic algorithms with appropriate feature selection [1]. 

In 2013, a study was conducted on the detection and segmentation of red blood cells and white blood cells in urine sediment 

images. The algorithm process consists of three main parts. The first step is the segmentation of the urine sediment analysis 

using a Neural Network applied to the HSV color model image. The next step is to remove the noise with morphology 

operations. The final step is to detect RBCs and WBCs using the Circle Hough Transform. Experimental results showed the 

mean error percentage of RBC and WBC detection as 5.28 and 8.35, respectively [2]. 

http://saucis.sakarya.edu.tr/
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In a study conducted in 2014; A comprehensive approach was introduced for detecting microscopic urine particles. 

Microscopic images include RBC, WBC, Calcium oxalate, Triple phosphate and other cells. 16 shape descriptors and 38 

textural features were extracted. When K-NN, Neural Network, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, and Rule Induction classifiers 

were tested with 10-fold cross-validation, the evaluation resulted in 96.41% accuracy performance with a minimum f 

measurement of 93.83% using the Neural Network [3]. 

A 2017 study focused on automatically identifying malaria-infected cells using deep learning methods. Thin blood images 

were used to compile a dataset of malaria-infected red blood cells and uninfected cells, labeled by a group of four pathologists. 

Three types of well-known neural networks were evaluated, namely LeNet, AlexNet, and GoogLeNet. The simulation results 

showed that all these deep convolutional neural networks achieve classification accuracies of over 95%, higher than the 

approximately 92% accuracy obtained using the support vector machine method. Moreover, deep learning methods have the 

advantage of being able to automatically learn features from input data, thus requiring minimal input from human experts for 

automated malaria diagnosis [4]. 

Urine sediment examination is an important topic in kidney disease analysis and is often a prerequisite for subsequent 

diagnostic procedures. In a study conducted in 2018, the DFPN (Feature Pyramid Network with DenseNet) method was 

proposed to overcome the problem of class confusion in urinary sediment examination images. The urine sediment 

examination dataset contains 42759 labeled samples in a total of 5377 images and includes 7 cell categories: cast, crystals, 

epithelium, epithelial nucleus, erythrocyte, leukocytes, and mycete. The importance of two parts of the basic model for 

urinary sediment examination cell detection was investigated. First, adding the attention module at the beginning of the 

network and the class-specific attention module increased the mAP by 0.7 points with the pre-trained ImageNet model and 

1.4 points with the pre-trained COCO model. Next, DenseNet was introduced to the base model (DFPN) for cell detection in 

urine sediment examination. The DFPN achieved the best result with a mAP of 86.9% on the urine sediment examination 

test set after balancing between loss of classification and loss of bounding box regression [5]. 

Urine cast cells are a particularly important examination material in clinical urinalysis for disease diagnosis. Therefore, the 

exact identification of cells in clinical urinalysis is of great importance. A 2019 study proposes an effective approach for cast 

cell detection and recognition in urine sediment images. Urine cast cells were used as detection targets in urine microscopy, 

and then the ResNet50 network was used. Finally, the target area feature maps for classification and localization were entered 

into the classification subnet and the regression subnet separately, and the detection results were obtained. The data took only 

0.2s per image on the NVIDIA Titan X GPU, with the average precision of the recognition result being %89.4 [6].  

In 2019, a study was conducted on image classification using microscopic images of urine sediment. A total of 1670 datasets 

are used for training and testing different convolutional network models in deep learning. These models are VGG 16, VGG 

19, Resnet 50, InceptionV3, Xception, Inception-ResnetV2 and MobileNet. Classification of urine sediment has been 

successfully applied. In the study, the following were evaluated for these models: confusion matrix, loading, feature 

extraction and average feature extraction times, accuracy, precision, recall and f-scoring. The models that give the best results 

through these evaluations are Inception V3 and Inception-Resnet V2. The highest accuracy (99.4%) was also obtained with 

these models. However, MobileNet achieved remarkable results with 98% accuracy, considering its very light size of 16.82 

MB compared to Inception-Resnet V2 of 219.93 MB [7]. 

2. Material and Method 

In this study, the Yolov7 model, which is a machine learning-based algorithm that was previously trained with the COCO 

dataset, was used. To implement the software, Google Colaboratory Pro [8], Tesla T4 graphics card and Pytorch library were 

used. 

2.1 Yolov7 (You Only Look Once) deep learning model  

By looking at the images, people can instantly understand which objects are in the images, their positions, and their 

interactions with each other. The human visual system works very quickly and accurately. Fast and highly accurate algorithms 

in object detection have allowed computers to drive without special sensors, and assistive devices to transmit real-time scene 

information to users [9]. 

Unlike traditional object detection methods, YOLO has taken the finding of bounding boxes, calculation of class probabilities 

and all other operations as a single regression problem and brought a new view to the field of object detection. With YOLO, 

it is sufficient to look at the image only once to determine which objects are where on the image. Multiple bounding boxes 

are estimated simultaneously with a single convolutional network and class probabilities are estimated for each class. This 

combined model has several benefits over traditional object detection methods. 

The YOLO detection model divides each image in training set into SxS(S=7) square cells (grid). If the center position of any 

objects to be detected is within any of the dividing cells, the cell where the center is located is responsible for detecting that 

object. Each cell generates the B bounding boxes and estimates the confidence score for these bounding boxes. The 
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confidence score reflects how confident the model is that the bounding box it produces contains an object and how accurate 

the probability that the produced bounding box is produced.  

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝑃𝑟(𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) ∗ 𝐼𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ                                                             (1) 

It is calculated as Pr(Object)∈ (0,1). If there is no object in the dividing cells, the confidence score of those cells is 0, if there 

is, it is 1. Each cell also estimates the C conditional class probabilities Pr(𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠i |𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡), as seen in equation 2. These 

possibilities are linked to cells containing objects. Regardless of the number of bounding boxes produced B, only one of the 

class probabilities per cell is estimated. Confidence scores are calculated on a class basis for each box by multiplying the 

conditional class probabilities and individual confidence score estimates during the test [10]. 

𝑃𝑟(𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖 | 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) ∗  𝑃𝑟(𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) ∗ 𝐼𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ =  𝑃𝑟(𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖 ) ∗ 𝐼𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ                      (2)                                                                      

 

Figure 1 YOLO Models [11] 

Yolo v7 is the latest version of YOLO. Yolo v7 was released on July 7, 2022, by Wong Kin Yiu. This new version is Yolo's 

most accurate and fast real-time object detection version available. The Yolo frame has three parts, the Spine, the head and 

the neck. The spine detects important information in the image and sends this information from the neck to the head. The 

neck compiles information from the spine and creates feature pyramids. The head consists of the output layers and forms the 

last part of the structure. Yolov7 is not limited to one head. The auxiliary head assists the training in the middle tiers, while 

the auxiliary head is responsible for the final output. Additionally, to improve deep network training, a tag assignment 

mechanism was introduced that takes into account precision and network prediction results and then assigns tags. Among all 

real-time object detectors with 30 Fps or more, Yolov7 achieved the highest accuracy (56.8% AP). YOLOv7 was trained 

completely from scratch using the MS COCO [13] dataset without using any pre-trained weights [12].  

2.2 Urine Sediment Dataset 

This study was approved by the ethics committee of Selcuk University. (Number:2022/192, Date:12.04.2022). In this study, 

a dataset consisting of a total of 9,004 microscopic images of urine sediment obtained by using the DIRUI FUS-2000 device 

in the Biochemistry Laboratory of Selcuk University Medical Faculty Hospital was used. Segmentation and classification of 

cells found in microscopic urine sediment images in the dataset were emphasized. For this reason, each cell in the microscopic 

images in the dataset was labeled with the help of experts working in the Biochemistry Laboratory of Selcuk University 

Faculty of Medicine. 

The dataset consists of seven classes: White Blood Cell (WBC), White Blood Cell Cluster (WBCC), Red Blood Cell (RBC), 

Epithelial, Flat Epithelial, Mucs and Bubbles. The images are 800 x 600 pixels in size in bmp format and have been labeled 

with the help of an expert. The images were obtained from the urine samples of the patients who came to the biochemistry 

laboratory. The obtained high-quality labeled dataset can be applied to machine learning and deep learning models to 

recognize different urine cell types, and the models can be trained and tested. 

In order to apply the dataset to the Yolo algorithm, firstly, the labeling process was performed. The data labeling process was 

done with the MakeSense tool [14], which can be labeled online. The labeling process is important in terms of giving deep 

learning algorithms to the training set, where it can distinguish the desired objects and train itself. 

The images in the Data Set were uploaded separately and the necessary labels were made. Seven classes in the dataset were 

added as labels. The cells in each image are marked with a rectangle and the class label to which they belong is selected. An 

image can also contain more than one cell. After all the labeling is done, the labeling file is exported. Since the dataset tag 

information uses tagging in Yolo format, it is exported in VOC XML format. 
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Figure 2 Labeled image examples. 

2.2.1 Types of cells found in the data set 

The dataset consists of seven classes: White Blood Cell (WBC), White Blood Cell Cluster (WBCC), Red Blood Cell (RBC), 

Epithelial, Flat Epithelial, Mucs and Bubbles. 

Tablo 1 Cell Numbers and Types in each group 

Cell Type Number of Cells % 

RBC 16124 59,64 

WBC 5980 22,12 

Flat Epithelial 3574 13,22 

Mucs 468 1,73 

Epithelial 366 1,35 

WBCC 309 1,14 

Bubbles 212 0,78 

Total 27,033 100 
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Leukocytes (White Blood Cells – WBC) 

Leukocytes, known as white blood cells, play an active role in the body's fight against foreign substances, microbes and 

infectious diseases. A high incidence of these cells may indicate the presence of an infection or other underlying inflammatory 

medical problems associated with it. 

Pathologically in the urine; more than normal leukocytes are seen in cases of urinary tract infection, kidney stone, kidney 

infection, urinary tract obstruction, blood diseases such as sickle cell anemia, pregnancy, some cancers such as bladder, 

kidney or prostate cancer, and consumption of some painkillers [ 15]. 

Red Blood Cells (RBC) 

The presence of RBCs in the urine means that there is blood in the urine. Blood in the urine is medically referred to as 

hematuria. Although the sight of erythrocytes in the urine may sound scary, it is usually not life-threatening and can rarely 

be diagnosed due to serious illness. The presence of blood in the urine may be so small that it can only be diagnosed by 

looking under a microscope. But when it occurs, it is important to investigate the cause, because sometimes it can occur from 

several serious conditions [16]. Color change may occur in the urine due to some vitamin drugs or the consumption of carrots 

or citrus fruits. However, if there is visible bleeding in the urine, a physician should be consulted without delay and the 

treatment plan should be formed after the effect causing bleeding is found. It is quite normal for a normal person to have 0-3 

erythrocytes in their urine. But if it is seen on it, it is useful to investigate the cause. 

Among the causes of erythrocytes in the urine; having had a urinary tract infection, infection in the urinary bladder or kidneys, 

stones in the kidneys, bladder cancer, kidney cancer, glomerulonephritis, damage to the kidney, enlarged prostate, prostate 

cancer, tumor in the urinary tract, some painkillers, cancer drugs, kidney diseases that develop due to a genetic disease such 

as sickle cell anemia, inflammations caused by viruses, excessive exercise, blood clots can be counted [16]. 

Epithelial 

Epithelial cells; are cells on the surface of various tissues of the body, especially blood vessels, organs, skin and urinary tract. 

Epithelial cells act as a barrier between the inside and outside of the body and protect the body against pathogens from 

outside. The surface of the urinary tract is also covered with epithelial cells. For this reason, it is considered normal to 

encounter a small number of epithelial cells in urinalysis. If the number of epithelial cells is less than 15-20 in the urine test, 

the epithelial cell test is considered normal in this urine test [17]. These parameters alone do not make sense. For this reason, 

a meaningful result can be obtained by looking at other parameters such as erythrocytes, leukocytes, parasites, and crystals 

in the blood. 

Squamous Epithelium: It is the most common epithelial cell found in the urine. They are very large (largest cell seen in urine 

microscopy), small (very small compared to the cell) and mononuclear, with coarse cytoplasm, and flat, irregular borders. In 

some, double nuclei can be seen [18]. 

Renal Tubuler Epithelium: It is more common in urine with high protein content and casts. It is small, round, and polygonal. 

It is slightly larger than leukocytes and has a larger nucleus than granular and squamous epithelial cells. It is very similar to 

leukocytes in low-density urine [18]. 

Pathologically in the urine; In cases such as urinary tract infection, kidney stones, kidney infection, fungal infections, and 

bladder cancer, more epithelial cells are seen than normal [17]. 

Mucs 

Mucus is a protective substance that covers and moistens the surfaces of structures such as the nose, trachea, urinary tract 

and stomach. It is normal to have a small number of mucus cells in the urine, while too many may indicate a urinary tract 

infection or other medical condition. The amount of mucus in the urine is determined by the urine test taken from the patient 

[19]. 

In the case of a normal discharge, little or moderate mucus cells are found in the urinalysis. A large number of mucus cells 

found in the urine may indicate medical conditions such as urinary tract infection, irritable bowel syndrome, kidney stones, 

and bladder cancer [19]. 

WBCC 

It is formed by the coexistence of leukocytes, known as white blood cells. It is defined as leukocyte aggregation. Clusters of 

leukocytes are often seen in the urine of patients with urinary tract infections. 
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Bubbles 

These cells are peculiar large cells with mononuclear cells that appear to contain one or more fluid-filled blebs. Air bubbles 

are very common due to air being trapped between the slide and the coverslip [20].  

2.3 Performance measurements 

There are many measurement criteria used to evaluate the performance of an object detection model. IoU (Intersection over 

Union), Precision, Recall, Average Precision (AP) and mean Average Precision (mAP) can be given as examples of the most 

used criteria. 

IoU: IoU is an evaluation metric measuring the similarity between Ground Truth and model prediction. The metric is 

calculated as given in equation (3). 

𝐼𝑜𝑈 =
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛

Area of intersection 
                                                                                (3) 

Precision: Precision is calculated by dividing the correctly predicted positive samples against all predicted positive samples. 

The metric is calculated as given in equation (4). 

           𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑃

(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃)
                                                                                (4) 

Recall: Recall is obtained by dividing the correctly predicted positive samples by all samples in the real class. The metric is 

calculated as given in equation (5). 

               𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑃

(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁)
                                                                                    (5) 

Average Precision (AP): AP is measurement metric that includes precision and recall metrics used to evaluate object 

detection performance. It is a number metric that summarizes the Precision-Recall curve by averaging the recall values from 

0 to 1. The metric is calculated as given in equation (6). 

𝐴𝑃 =
1

11
∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝(𝑟)𝑟∈(0,0.1,0.2,…,1)                                                       (6) 

mAP: The mAP value is obtained by summing the APs of each class and dividing by the number of classes. The metric is 

calculated as given in equation (7). 

𝑚𝐴𝑃 =  
1

𝑀
∑ 𝐴𝑃𝑗

𝑀
𝑗=1                                                                     (7) 

3. Experimental Results and Discussion 

In this study, the machine learning-based deep learning-based YOLO algorithm, which was previously trained with the 

COCO dataset, was used. The YOLO algorithm is one of the one-step object detectors. There are six different models of 

Yolov7: Yolov7, Yolov7-X, Yolov7-W6, Yolov7-E6, Yolov7-D6 and Yolov7-E6E. In this study, the Yolov7 model was 

used. Because the Yolov7 model was trained with the COCO dataset and produced better results than other models. The 

Yolov7 model produced 161 fps (frame per second) and 2.8 ms results, surpassing other models. To implement the software, 

Google Colaboratory, Tesla T4 graphics card and Pytorch library, which provide access to powerful GPUs and do not require 

configuration, were used. In addition, to determine the error rates at the end of the training, the error rates were observed 

according to the iterations by using the Tensorboard graphical interface in the Tensorflow library. The training was completed 

after 5 days 5 hours 29 minutes. 

Many experimental studies have been conducted to verify the performance of the YOLO-based model, and the results and 

findings have been analyzed. The training details used for the YOLOv7 model used in this study are presented in Table 2. 

These settings have been determined with the best results based on testing in the experimental studies conducted. In this 

study, various improvements have been made for test reviews and training by using the model developed on the open-source 

framework. 

Table 2 Training Details of the Yolov7 Model 

İnput 

Size 

Model 

Parameters 

Software 

Language 

Environment Library Epoch Batch  

Size 

Optimizer Activation 

 Function 

800x600 37228920 Python  Google 

Colaboratory 

Torch 300 8 SGD Leaky RELU  

&  

Sigmoid 
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In this study, the dataset used to train the network was created using microscopic images of urine sediment. To identify the 

cells in the training set of the network, the dataset was labeled by referring to the expert knowledge. The dataset is divided 

into three as training, validation and test set. The dataset consists of 9,004 images in total. These images contain a total of 

27,033 cells. 

The data set contains images of urine sediment and .xml files containing the location information of the cells in that image. 

However, to train the Yolov7 model, it is necessary to edit the dataset structure. Therefore, images (.jpg, .png etc.) and tags 

must be converted to .txt. In the format of Yolov7 tag (.txt) files, there is a line for each object, each line consists of class, 

x_center, y_center, width and height data. The box coordinates surrounding the object must be in the normalized x, y, w, h 

format (0–1). The classes in the dataset are zero-indexed. Therefore, the data has been converted to the Yolov7 tag file format. 

Table 3 Comparison of performance metric results such as mAP, P and R obtained with the Yolov7 model for the 

validation set. 

Class Precision Recall mAP@.5 

WBC 0.202     0.874        0.298      

RBC 0.252 0.826 0.277 

WBCC 0.296 0.583 0.264 

Epithelial 0.395 0.507 0.419 

FlatEpithelial 0.537 0.985 0.650 

Mucs 0.264 0.594 0.270 

Bubbles 0.744 0.946 0.848 

All 0.384 0.759 0.432 

Table 4 Comparison of performance metric results such as mAP, P and R obtained with the Yolov7 model for test set. 

Class Precision Recall mAP@.5 

WBC 0.220     0.844       0.293     

RBC 0.253 0.793 0.276 

WBCC 0.303 0.483 0.265 

Epithelial 0.438 0.479 0.420 

FlatEpithelial 0.545 0.982 0.651 

Mucs 0.299 0.479 0.257 

Bubbles 0.760 0.865 0.840 

All 0.403 0.704 0.429 

P (Precision), R (Recall) and mAP (Average Precision) values give information about whether our model is performing well. 

The weight values obtained as a result of the training were recorded. These saved weights can be used later. For the 

experiment, the Yolo model was carried out for the segmentation of cells in the Urine Sediment image dataset. At the end of 

the experiment, Precision, Recall, mAP (0.5) and F1-Score(%)performance metrics were calculated as 0.384, 0.759, 0.432 

and 0.510, respectively. 

Table 5 Classification performance metric results with the Yolov7 model for test set 

Class WBC RBC WBCC Epithelial FlatEpithelial Mucs Bubbles All 

%Accuracy %78 %94 %90 %57 %92 %68 %97 %82 

In experimental studies carried out with the YOLO model; Classification accuracy for WBC, RBC, WBCC, Epithelial, 

FlatEpithelial, Mucs and Bubbles cells was calculated as %78, %94, %90, %57, %92, %68 and %97, respectively. A mean 

classification success of %82 was achieved for all classes. Obtained results are presented in Table 5. 

Considering the results obtained, the detection accuracy of epithelial and mucus cells is lower than other cells. This is because; 

cell numbers are less, the colors of the cells are pale, and the edges are not clear and sharp. In particular, mucus cells are 

often confused with the background, as they have a flat and indistinct structure as seen in the pictures. The epithelial cell is 
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similar to Wbc cells, only larger in size, so it is mixed with Wbc cells. This problem can be solved by using more labeled 

mucus and epithelial cells. 

 

Figure 3 Confusion Matrix for Test Set 

 

Figure 4 Plots of mAP_0.5, mAP_0.5:0.95, precision and recall values according to the epoch number during the training of 

the YOLOv7 network 
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Figure 5 Plots of Box Loss, Class Loss and Object Loss values according to the epoch number during the validation of the 

YOLOv7 network 

 

Figure 6 Test Image Samples 
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4. Conclusions 

Analysis of microscopic images is used in many fields of medicine. Today, the microscope is used by technicians in many 

laboratories and anomalies (defects in the cell, parasites, low/excess cell count, etc.) are detected. Urine sediment tests are 

important in diagnosing abnormal diseases related to the urinary tract. The formation of red blood cells and white blood cells 

etc. in the urine sediments of patients is of great importance for diagnosing the disease. In patients' urine sediments, red blood 

cells, white blood cells, etc. the formation of cells is of great importance for diagnosing the disease. Therefore, cells need to 

be fully identified in clinical urinalysis. Urinalysis with human eyes; Since it is subjective, time consuming and causing 

errors, methods have been developed to automate microscopic analysis with the help of computer and software systems. In 

this study, the Yolov7 algorithm, which gives successful results in image processing technology, was used as a method and 

model. The dataset used in the study was obtained from the urine sediment microscopic images taken from the Biochemistry 

Laboratory of the Faculty of Medicine, Selcuk University. Studies have been conducted on seven different cell segmentation 

and classification, clinically valuable WBC, RBC, WBCC, Epithelial, Flat Epithelial, Mucs and Bubbles. 

The contributions of this study can be summarized as follows. (1) It has been shown that urine sediment cells can be 

successfully classified with a deep-learning approach. (2) It has been observed that the Yolov7 model, which is frequently 

preferred in image processing applications, can be used as a means of recognizing cells in the urine sediment. (3) It has been 

seen that the labeling process is an important step in deep learning and recognition applications. (4) Since epithelial cells are 

similar to WBC cells, recognition success was low. Mucus cells, on the other hand, are perceived as background fluid due to 

their wide and diffuse appearance. Recognition percentage can be increased by increasing the number of sample images of 

cells with low classification success. 
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ABSTRACT 
Deep learning is a powerful technique that has been applied to stroke detection using medical imaging. Stroke 

is a medical condition that occurs when the blood supply to the brain is interrupted, which can cause brain 
damage and other serious complications. Stroke detection is important to minimize damage and improve patient 

outcomes. One of the most common imaging modalities for stroke detection is CT (Computed Tomography). 

CT can provide detailed images of the brain and can be used to identify the presence and location of a stroke. 
Deep learning models, particularly convolutional neural networks (CNNs), have shown promise for stroke 

detection using CT images. These models can learn to automatically identify patterns in the images that are 

indicative of a stroke, such as the presence of an infarct or hemorrhage. Some examples of deep learning models 
used for stroke detection in CT images are U-Net, which is commonly used for medical image segmentation 

tasks, and CNNs, which have been trained to classify brain CT images into normal or abnormal. The purpose 

of this study is to identify the type of stroke from brain CT images taken without the administration of a contrast 
agent, i.e., occlusive (ischemic) or hemorrhagic (hemorrhagic). Stroke images were collected, and a dataset was 

constructed with medical specialists. Deep learning classification models were evaluated with hyperparameter 
optimization techniques. And the result is segmented with an improved Unet model to visualize the stroke in 

CT images. Classification models were compared and VGG16 achieved %94 success. Unet model achieved 

%60 IOU and detected the ischemia and hemorrhage differences. 
 

Keywords: stroke detection; CT image; Deep learning; medical image processing; segmentation 
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1. Introduction 

Stroke detection is a critical area of research in medical artificial intelligence. In recent studies, deep learning algorithms have 

been explored to predict hematoma expansion from non-contrast computed tomography (NCCT) scans through external 

validation [1]. One novel CNN, SkullNetV1, uses CNN for feature extraction and a lazy learning approach to classify five 

types of skull fractures from brain CT images [2]. Another study formulated intracranial hemorrhage (ICH) detection as a 

problem of multiple instance learning (MIL), which enables training with only scan-level annotations [3]. Deep learning-

based automated analysis of CT scan slices has been proposed for detecting various levels of brain hemorrhages [4]. A 

combination of deep learning and machine learning classification algorithms has been used to establish an explainable 

COVID-19 detection system using CT scans and chest X-rays [5]. The proposed research focuses on several deep transfers 

learning-based CNN approaches for detecting COVID-19 in chest CT images, using foundation models such as VGG16, 

VGG19, Densenet121, InceptionV3, Xception, and Resnet50 [7]. A method for detecting pulmonary nodules based on 

multiscale fusion has been shown to have a higher detection rate for small nodules and improve the classification performance 

of true and false-positive nodules [8,9], with competitive performance in terms of sensitivity compared to state-of-the-art 

methods [10]. 

http://saucis.sakarya.edu.tr/
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-3879-557X
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-4155-5956
mailto:fkamanli@sakarya.edu.tr
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There are also studies proposing deep learning-based methods for CT [11,12], proposing fully automated lesion detection 

and segmentation systems on whole-body PET/CT scans [13,14], and developing effective segmentation techniques based 

on deep learning algorithms for optimal identification of regions of interest and segmentation [15-17]. Other influential work 

includes developing a deep learning model capable of segmenting IVCF from CT scan slices along the axial plane [18] and 

showing a deep learning model that segments acute ischemic stroke on NCCT at a level comparable to neuroradiologists 

[19]. Medical images differ from natural images in many ways, and a domain expert should be consulted to assess the model's 

performance. Detecting stroke in CT images is a challenging task due to its nature. It is important to verify the outcomes of 

deep learning models on different datasets and with different preprocessing methods, as the models' performance may vary 

depending on these factors. 

The purpose of this study is to identify the type of stroke from brain CT images taken without the administration of a contrast 

agent, i.e., occlusive (ischemic) or hemorrhagic (hemorrhagic). A deep learning model was used to visualize the important 

area (ischemia and/or bleeding site) on the CT image, and classification algorithms were used. In addition, a study was carried 

out on determining the stroke region with the segmentation structure.  The most successful classification model accuracy was 

94 % and the improved UNET segmentation model IOU metric accuracy was 60 %. The paper is organized as follows, 

Materials and Methods, Transfer learning, Data Augmentation, Segmentation Mode, Results and Discussion and Conclusion. 

2. Materials and Methods 

The quantity of the training dataset and the variability of the data are key factors in the network's success. For deep learning 

models to function well, large datasets are required. Data augmentation and transfer learning techniques were applied. The 

data was used from Kaggle (Brain MRI dataset) and collected from the hospitals and labeled with the medical professionals. 

Due to its structure, learning transfer removes the requirement for additional data and improves model performance by cutting 

down on learning time. As pre-trained networks already modify weights by learning from many data, they are known to need 

less input than networks trained from the start. 

To create a project on stroke detection using deep learning classification and segmentation models, several steps need to be 

taken: 

● Assembling a database of medical CT scans including unaffected and photos showing the effects of a stroke. Having 

a varied dataset that encompasses various stroke types and imaging circumstances is crucial. 

● Images need to be resized or normalized, and the dataset might be divided into training, validation, and test sets.  

● Training the model on a custom dataset, the training needs to be adjusted to the model's parameters to accurately 

classify and segment the images. 

● Evaluating the model's performance using the validation and test sets. To observe how well the model can classify 

and segment new images that have not been seen before. 

● For the model to correctly categorize and segment the images, the parameters need to be adjusted using the training 

set (Hyperparameter optimization). 

2.1 Transfer learning 

Transfer learning is a technique in machine learning that allows a model trained on one task to be used for a different but 

related task. In the context of medical imaging, transfer learning can be used to apply a model trained on a large dataset of 

general images to a smaller dataset of medical images. 

There are two main ways to use transfer learning for medical imaging: 

● Feature extraction: In this approach, a pre-trained model extracts features from the medical images. The extracted 

features are then used as input to a separate classifier to recognize specific medical conditions. This allows the model 

to take advantage of the pre-trained model's ability to detect low-level features, while still allowing the classifier to 

learn the specific characteristics of the medical images. 

● Fine-tuning: In this approach, a pre-trained model is used as a starting point and is further trained on a medical 

imaging dataset. This allows the model to adapt to the specific characteristics of the medical images, while still taking 

advantage of the knowledge learned from the pre-trained model. 
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Transfer learning can be useful in medical imaging because it allows for the training of models with a smaller amount of 

data, which is often a limitation in the medical field. Additionally, transfer learning can also help to improve the 

performance of models by leveraging the knowledge learned from pre-trained models on large datasets. 

Even with transfer learning, it's still important to have a diverse and high-quality dataset, as well as to evaluate the model's 

performance and ensure that it generalizes well to new cases. In this study, classification models combined the feature 

extraction and fine-tuning methods. 

2.2. Data augmentation 

Furthermore, a study evaluated various methodologies, deep learning architectures, approaches, bioinformatics, specified 

function requirements, monitoring tools, artificial neural network (ANN) algorithms, data labeling, and annotation algorithms 

that control data validation, modeling, and diagnosis of different diseases using smart monitoring health informatics 

applications [23]. Another study proposed an end-to-end Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) architecture capable of 

generating high-resolution 3D images [24]. 

Additionally, an Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) algorithm was developed to classify four subtypes of brain tumors: 

normal, gliomas, meningiomas, and pituitary tumors [25]. Tumor segmentation is a specific task that requires clinicians to 

label every slice of volumetric scans for each patient, which can become impractical for training neural networks with a large 

dataset. To address this issue, a novel semi-supervised framework was proposed to train any segmentation model using only 

the presence of a tumor in the image, as well as a few annotated images [26]. The training pipeline of the dataset included 

histogram equalization and data augmentation [29,30]. Data augmentation is a machine learning technique that applies 

various transformations to existing data, such as flipping, rotation, scaling, and cropping, to artificially increase the size of 

the dataset. In medical imaging, data augmentation can be used to increase the training data available for a model, and thus 

improve its performance. 

There are several reasons why data augmentation is important in medical imaging: 

● Small datasets: Medical imaging datasets are often small in size due to the high cost and complexity of acquiring 

medical images. Data augmentation can help to overcome this limitation by artificially increasing the size of the dataset. 

● Variability: Medical images can vary greatly depending on the imaging modality, patient population, and imaging 

conditions. Data augmentation can help to increase the diversity of the dataset and make the model more robust to these 

variations. 

● Overfitting: Deep learning models can easily be overfit to the training data, resulting in poor performance on new 

data. Data augmentation can help to reduce overfitting by introducing additional variations in the training data. 

Common data augmentation techniques used in medical imaging include flipping, rotation, scaling, translation, shearing, and 

adding noise. Additionally, it is important to keep in mind that data augmentation should be applied carefully and with 

consideration of the specific characteristics of the medical images, as well as the medical condition being analyzed, to avoid 

creating unrealistic or misleading images. 

The data augmentation techniques applied should be chosen carefully and considering the specific characteristics of the 

medical images, as well as the medical condition being analyzed, to avoid creating unrealistic or misleading images. 

Additionally, it is important to consider the regulatory requirements for your project, such as HIPAA compliance, as well as 

ethical considerations. 

2.3. Classification model 

Using pre-trained models such as VGG16, InceptionV3, DenseNet, and Xception for medical image classification is a 

common approach in deep learning. These models have already been trained on large image datasets and can be fine-tuned 

for a specific medical imaging task. Here is a general outline of the process: 

● First, a dataset of medical images labeled with the appropriate class labels. 

● Fully connected layers need to be removed, which is used for the original image classification task the model was 

trained on. 

● Then, a fully connected layer with the number of neurons corresponding to the number of classes was added for our 

study. 

● Fine-tune the model by training on a medical image dataset. This can be done by "freezing" the weights of the pre-

trained layers and only training the added fully connected layer. 

A big, diversified dataset with high-quality photos might be challenging to get in the field of medical imaging. Additionally, 

it is preferable to have a domain specialist assess the model's performance because medical images differ from natural photos 

in many ways. Therefore, the dataset was constructed with radiologists. 
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2.4. Segmentation model 

U-Net style convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a popular choice for the segmentation of medical images. The U-Net 

architecture is designed specifically for image segmentation, with a contracting path (downsampling) and an expansive path 

(upsampling). The contracting path is based on a traditional CNN, while the expansive path uses a transposed CNN 

(deconvolution) to increase the spatial resolution of the feature maps. The two paths are connected via skip connections, 

which concatenate feature maps from the contracting path with corresponding feature maps from the expansive path. By 

leveraging information from earlier layers in the contracting path, the U-Net architecture can achieve more precise 

segmentation results. 

Improved UNet is an enhanced version of the original UNet architecture. It aims to improve the performance of the original 

UNet by incorporating some novel techniques such as: 

● Attention Mechanism 

● Multi-Scale Feature Fusion 

● Residual Connection 

● Spatial Dropout 

● Batch Normalization 

● Weighted Cross-Entropy Loss 

These changes help to improve the accuracy and stability of the model. In this study, improved UNet was trained and tested 

with parameter optimizations. 

2.5. Hyperparameter optimization 

Hyperparameter optimization is the process of finding the best set of hyperparameters for a given model and dataset. 

Hyperparameters are parameters that are not learned during the training process, but rather set before the training process 

begins. Examples of hyperparameters in the UNET model include learning rate, batch size, and number of filters in each 

layer. 

One possible approach to hyperparameter optimization is grid search, which involves evaluating the model's performance for 

all possible combinations of hyperparameters in a predefined range. Another approach is random search, which involves 

sampling hyperparameters from a distribution. In practice, it is often useful to use a combination of these methods, along 

with techniques such as early stopping and cross-validation, to find the best set of hyperparameters for a given task. Pixel-

level thresholding is a post-processing technique used in image segmentation tasks to improve the accuracy of the 

segmentation. In this technique, a threshold value is applied to the predicted probabilities to binarize the output image. The 

threshold value can be set based on the distribution of the predicted probabilities, or it can be optimized using a validation 

set. By setting an appropriate threshold value, the output image can be refined to better separate the foreground and 

background. 

In addition to the weighted cross-entropy loss function, there are several other loss functions that can be used in the UNET 

model for image segmentation tasks. These include Dice Loss: This loss function measures the overlap between the predicted 

and true segmentation masks using the Dice coefficient. Jaccard Loss: This loss function measures the similarity between the 

predicted and true segmentation masks using the Jaccard coefficient. Focal Loss: This loss function is designed to give more 

weight to hard examples in the training data by down-weighting easy examples. Lovasz Softmax Loss: This loss function is 

based on the Lovasz extension of submodular functions and is designed to optimize the intersection-over-union (IoU) metric 

directly. The choice of loss function depends on the specific task and the performance metric of interest. In practice, it is 

often useful to experiment with different loss functions and compare their performance on a validation set. Therefore, Dice 

loss was used in the dataset to compare very similar stroke types. 

Multi-scale feature fusion is a technique used to combine features from different scales to improve the accuracy of the model. 

In the UNET model, multi-scale feature fusion is typically achieved by concatenating feature maps from different layers of 

the encoder and decoder networks. This allows the model to capture both high-level and low-level features, which can be 

particularly useful in tasks where objects of different sizes need to be segmented. Mathematically, the multi-scale feature 

fusion operation can be represented as follows: 

 Fi = Concatenate (Fi -1, Gi)                        (1) 

Where Fi is the i-th feature map in the decoder network, Fi -1 is the corresponding feature map in the encoder network, and 

Gi is the i-th feature map in the corresponding decoder layer. The resulting feature map is then processed further in the 

decoder network to refine the segmentation output. 

A residual connection is a technique used to improve the training of deep neural networks by allowing gradients to flow more 
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easily through the network. In the UNET model, residual connections are typically used to connect layers in the encoder and 

decoder networks. Mathematically, a residual connection can be represented as follows: 

Fi = Gi + Conv (Fi -1)     (2) 

Where Fi is the i-th feature map, Gi is the corresponding feature map in the same layer, Conv is a convolutional layer, and 

the '+' operator denotes element-wise addition. The resulting feature map is then processed further in the decoder network to 

refine the segmentation output. 

Spatial dropout is a variant of the standard dropout technique used in deep learning to prevent overfitting. In the UNET 

model, spatial dropout is typically applied to the input feature maps to the decoder network. Mathematically, spatial dropout 

can be represented as follows: 

Fi = Dropout (Fi -1)    (3) 

Where F_i-1 is the input feature map, Dropout is the spatial dropout layer, and F_i is the resulting feature map with some of 

its elements set to zero. The resulting feature map is then processed further in the decoder network to refine the segmentation 

output. 

Batch normalization is a technique used in deep learning to normalize the inputs to each network layer. In the UNET model, 

batch normalization is typically applied to the convolutional layers in both the encoder and decoder networks. 

Mathematically, batch normalization can be represented as follows: 

Fi = BatchNorm (Conv (Fi -1))    (4) 

Where Fi-1 is the input feature map, Conv is the convolutional layer, BatchNorm is the batch normalization layer, and F_i is 

the resulting feature map with normalized values. The resulting feature map is then processed further in the decoder network 

to refine the segmentation output. 

In the UNET model, the weighted cross-entropy loss function can be used to improve the accuracy of segmentation tasks by 

giving more weight to certain classes or regions of interest in the image. 

The Dice loss is a commonly used loss function in deep learning models for image segmentation tasks. It is named after the 

Dice coefficient, which is a statistical metric used to measure the similarity between two sets. 

The Dice coefficient is defined as follows: 

Dice coefficient = (2 * |A ∩ B|) / (|A| + |B|)  (5) 

where A and B are two sets, and |A| and |B| represents the number of elements in each set. |A ∩ B| represents the number of 

common elements between A and B. 

The Dice loss is derived from the Dice coefficient and is used to measure the dissimilarity between the predicted segmentation 

mask and the ground truth segmentation mask. The Dice loss is defined as follows: 

Dice loss = 1 - (2 * |P ∩ G|) / (|P| + |G|)  (6) 

where P and G represent the predicted and ground truth segmentation masks, respectively, and |P| and |G| represent the number 

of pixels in each mask. |P ∩ G| represents the number of common pixels between the predicted and ground truth masks. 

The Dice loss ranges from 0 to 1, with a value of 0 indicating complete dissimilarity between the predicted and ground truth 

masks, and a value of 1 indicating perfect similarity. 

In the UNET model, the Dice loss is commonly used as the loss function to optimize the model during training. The UNET 

architecture is designed for image segmentation tasks. The Dice loss is well-suited for this type of problem because it 

penalizes false positives and false negatives equally, making it a more balanced loss function than other options like binary 

cross-entropy. 

During training, the UNET model updates its weights to minimize the Dice loss between the predicted and ground truth 

segmentation masks. By minimizing this loss, the model learns to produce more accurate segmentation masks, which is more 
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effective for medical imaging. 

Intersection over Union (IOU) is a common evaluation metric used in image segmentation tasks to measure the accuracy of 

the segmentation output. It measures the overlap between the predicted segmentation mask and the ground truth mask. 

In conclusion, hyperparameter optimization techniques such as grid search, random search, and Bayesian optimization is 

used to optimize hyperparameters in a UNET model for image segmentation tasks to maximize IOU metrics. These 

techniques involve exhaustively searching through all possible combinations, randomly sampling from a predefined 

distribution, or using a probabilistic model to predict performance, respectively. 

3. Results and Discussion 

In this study, VGG16, InceptionV3, DenseNet, Xception and InceptionResnetV2 were compared with data augmentation, 

fine-tuning and transfer learning methods. Also, the hyperparameter-optimized UNet model was trained to segment the stroke 

type and region from the CT scan. The Dice loss optimization, multiscale feature optimization, batch normalization, learning 

rate optimization, Residual Connection, and Spatial Dropout Loss were used in our study. 

 

 
Figure 1 Labeled data example of CT image. 

 

 
Figure 2 Rotate, contrast, brightness, mirror, and ROI example of data augmentation. 

 

Data augmentation was performed to evaluate the performance of the CT scan. The critical point of the augmentation is that 

every augmentation type needs to have a reason to add to the dataset. For example, in CT the images can rotate, contrast can 

change, brightness can change, and the images can be mirrored depending on the application. Therefore, in the study, these 

parameters were made accordingly. Table 1 shows the augmentation of the data and Table 2 shows split size of the model 

data for training and test purposes. 

 

Table 1 Dataset size after augmentation, 5-fold of original dataset 

 

Class Dataset size 

Positive 8892 

Negative 8854 
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Table 2 Training, validation, and test data size for comparison 

Model Data Data Size 

Training 12422 

Test 3550 

Validation 1774 

 

As shown in Table 3, the preprocessed data were prepared for training as ischemia and hemorrhage for the segmentation 

model. Additionally, data augmentation procedures are shown in Figure 11.  

 

Table 3 The segmentation model data size for ischemia and hemorrhage 

Class Dataset size 

Ischemia 6780 

Hemorrhage 6558 

 

Table 4 Classification model training results for stroke detection 

Model Accuracy Val_acc Loss Val_Loss 

VGG16 0.9189 0.9336 0.193 0.227 

Inceptionv3 0.8793 0.9152 0.277 0.266 

DenseNet 0.8025 0.8863 0.454 0.399 

Xception 0.9235 0.9256 0.190 0.198 

InceptionResnetV2 0.9052 0.9262 0.211 0.234 

 

Table 5 Classification result parameters for detecting the stroke. 

Model Class Accuracy Precision-Recall F1 score 

VGG16 Negative 0.92 0.96 0.94 

Positive 0.95 0.94 0.92 

Inceptionv3 Negative 0.81 0.92 0.87 

Positive 0.97 0.83 0.85 

DenseNet Negative 0.72 0.93 0.86 

Positive 0.98 0.72 0.80 

Xception Negative 0.91 0.91 0.90 

Positive 0.96 0.90 0.92 

Inception ResnetV2 Negative 0.92 0.92 0.95 

Positive 0.94 0.88 0.94 
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Table 6 Improved UNet segmentation results for IOU metric to detect ischemia and hemorrhage. 

Model Accuracy Val_acc IOU Loss Val_Loss 

U-Net 0.8825 0.8125 0.6505 0.2125 0.2397 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Ischemia and hemorrhage data examples 

 
Figure 4 Improved Unet Segmentation results compared to the ground truth. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 5 F1, IOU and Loss graphics. 

 

 

We have demonstrated how classification models can be used to detect strokes in CT images. These models can be trained 

to recognize patterns in the images that are indicative of a stroke and can provide a more accurate and efficient way to detect 

stroke compared to traditional image analysis methods. 
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One of the benefits of using classification models for stroke detection in CT images is that they can provide a binary output, 

indicating whether a stroke is present in the image. This can help physicians quickly and easily identify patients who require 

further examination or treatment. 

Another benefit is that these models can be trained with a large dataset of CT images, which can improve their accuracy and 

generalizability. Additionally, these models can be implemented with different architectures such as CNNs, RNNs and others, 

which can further improve their performance. 

Also, in our study segmentation model was used. Segmentation models can be used to detect ischemia and hemorrhage in 

medical images. These models can segment or label specific regions of an image, such as the brain or blood vessels. They 

can be trained to identify patterns in the images that are indicative of ischemia or hemorrhage. 

One of the benefits of using segmentation models for ischemia and hemorrhage detection is that they can provide more 

specific information about the location and extent of the condition within the image. This can help physicians to make more 

accurate diagnoses and treatment decisions. Additionally, these models can be used to automatically segment the regions of 

interest in an image, which can save time and reduce the need for manual annotation. 

4. Conclusion 

Ischemia and hemorrhage detection in CT images with deep learning can be challenging for a few reasons: 

● Variability in imaging protocols: Different imaging protocols can result in variations in the appearance of ischemia 

and hemorrhage in CT images. This can make it difficult for deep learning models to learn to recognize patterns that 

are indicative of these conditions. 

● Limited annotated data: Obtaining a large dataset of annotated CT images that contain ischemia and hemorrhage 

can be difficult. This can make it challenging to train deep learning models that are able to accurately detect these 

conditions. 

● High dimensionality: CT images are high-dimensional, making it difficult for deep-learning models to learn to 

recognize patterns in the images. 

● Overlapping features: Ischemia and hemorrhage can have similar features, making it difficult for deep learning 

models to differentiate between them. 

● Class imbalance: Ischemia and hemorrhage may be rare in some datasets, making it difficult for deep learning 

models to learn to detect these conditions. 

All these challenges could be addressed by using more sophisticated models, more data, and more advanced pre-processing 

techniques. In our work classification and segmentation models were used to challenge the task of detecting the stroke type 

automatically. The IOU metric is a very difficult metric to improve given the ischemia and hemorrhage similarities on CT 

images. Therefore pixel-wise accurate models must be evaluated and given to the medical professional for usage.  
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ABSTRACT 
In a standard text classification (TC) study, preprocessing is one of the key components to improve performance. 

This study aims to look at how preprocessing effects TC according to news text, text language, and feature 

selection. All potential combinations of commonly used preprocessing techniques were compared on one 

domain, namely news data, and two different news datasets for this aim. Preprocessing technique contributions 

to classification performance at multiple feature sizes, possible interconnections among these techniques, and 

technique dependency on corresponding languages were all evaluated in this way. The effect of two important 

preprocessing techniques on two different common news datasets was examined. While the highest performance 

for the Turkish dataset is a 0.781 F1 score, the highest performance for the English dataset is a 0.980 F1 score. 
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1. Introduction 

TC is one of the most challenging study subjects due to the requirement to organize and classify an increasing number of 

digital text documents globally. TC has been efficiently used in many different fields. 

Preprocessing, feature extraction, feature weighting, feature selection, and classification are all steps in a traditional TC 

system. Stop-word removal, stemming, tokenization, and lowercase conversion, are common tasks in the preprocessing stage. 

In most cases, the feature extraction step uses the vector space model[1] which employs the bag-of-words technique[2]. Filter 

methods such as document frequency[3], information gain[4], Gini index[5], Normalized Difference Measure(NDM)[6], 

Max-Min Ratio(MMR)[7], Extensive Feature Selector[8] and Class-index Corpus-index Measure(CiCi)[9] are used to the 

feature selection step for TC domain. As a final, the classification step employs successful and well-known classification 

methods, such as nave Bayesian classifiers, artificial neural networks, decision trees, support vector machines, and among 

others. 

While it has been established that feature extraction, feature weighting, feature selection, and classification method have a 

significant effect on the performance of TC, the preprocessing step may also have a significant impact. Stemming, stop-word 

removal, alphabetic tokenization and lowercase conversion are commonly used in text categorization research without 

thoroughly analyzing their contributions to classification accuracy. 

One investigation into the categorization of Turkish news data, Kılınç et al. [10] created a new dataset called TTC-3600 that 

may be extensively used in TC research of Turkish news and article content. On TTC-3600, different successful classifiers 

in the TC domain and successful feature selection methods are evaluated. The experimental studies show that the combination 

of the Random Forest (RF) classifier and filter-based feature selection method achieves the best performance in all 

http://saucis.sakarya.edu.tr/
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-8919-6481
file:///C:/Users/gyolc/Downloads/bekir.parlak@amasya.edu.tr
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comparisons performed after pre-processing techniques and feature selection steps. In another study[11], a TC study was 

carried out on the TTC-3600 dataset using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Word2Vec method and compared 

with the previous study using the same dataset. In the study, two different CNNs were trained and tested on the raw and 

stemmed versions of the TTC-3600 with the Zemberek library. CNN and Word2Vec methods showed more performance 

than classical statistical and machine learning algorithms. Yıldırım et al.[12] were compared traditional bag-of-words 

approach and neural network based new representation approaches in terms of TC. In this study, it seems that the traditional 

methods of effective feature selection are still at a level to compete with the new generation word embeddings approach. 

Experiments are reported by diversifying in terms of these two approaches and successful TC architecture for Turkish is 

discussed in detail. Safali et al.[13] classified academic studies based on deep learning using the Doc2vec word embeddings 

method. For the training, 7 different symposiums broadcasting in Turkey were selected. During the classification process, it 

was ensured that the studies were classified into 9 different categories by using recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and LSTM 

architectures. Köksal[14] conducted experiments with the TTC-4900 dataset. This dataset is comparable to TTC-3600. The 

TTC-4900 dataset contains 4900 news documents and 700 examples of Turkish and English news data from seven different 

classes. The study made extensive use of data correction. Stop words in Turkish and English are then removed. Finally, the 

process of root separation (lemmatization) is used. The F1 score increased when the original data was corrected, while it 

decreased when lemmatized. As a result, the original dataset received % 90 F1 score, but the F1 score increased to % 91.77, 

after correcting the data without using lemmatizing. 

One investigation into the categorization of English news data, Dadgar et al.[15] objects to categorize news. It was proposed 

using Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The proposed method 

consists of three steps: 1) data preprocessing, 2) TF-IDF feature weighting, and 3) SVM classification. The proposed method 

was tested using two datasets. The classification performances for the BBC and 20Newsgroup datasets were 97.84 and 94.93 

percent, respectively. When compared to other classification methods, these are very desirable results. Haryanto et al.[16] 

can enhance the effectiveness of TC using Chi-square feature selection and SVM on preprocessing data results, including 

lemmatization and stemming. In another study[17], TC is carried out using a new bi-gram approach instead of the unigram 

approach to construct a feature vector. The proposed method makes significant contributions to the field of TC. In a study[18], 

researchers focused on identifying sentence level negations in news articles. This work makes use of online news articles 

from BBC News. Machine Learning Algorithms such as SVM and Nave Bayes are used to analyze the results. SVM has an 

accuracy of 96.46 percent, while Naive Bayes has an accuracy of 94.16 percent. 

The effect of two techniques, which are the most important pre-processing steps, on text classification performance is 

analyzed in detail in this study. These techniques are stemming and stopwords removal. These two techniques have a serious 

impact in terms of dimension reduction. Because after these techniques are applied, the feature size decreases as unnecessary 

and similar words are discarded. In addition, these techniques were applied to Turkish and English datasets to examine how 

they changed performance on the basis of languages.    

The remainder of this research is structured as follows. In section 2, materials and methods are explained. These are datasets, 

preprocessing, feature selection and representation, and classification algorithms.  In section 3, we described experimental 

settings consisting of classifiers, and accuracy analysis. Finally, a conclusion is given in section 4. 

2. Materials and Methods 

In this section, the datasets, preprocessing techniques, feature selection methods, feature weighting and pattern classifiers 

used in the experiments are explained in detail. In Section 2.1, datasets are presented in detail. Preprocessing techniques are 

explained in Section 2.2. The feature selection techniques used in this study are explained in detail in Section 2.3. Information 

about feature representation and feature weighting is given in Section 2.4. Finally, the classification algorithms used in this 

study are given in Section 2.5. The flowchart of the study is shown in Figure 1. 

2.1 Datasets 

Preprocessing techniques are assessed in two different datasets, and on just one topic, namely news. English is a 

non-agglutinative language, despite Turkish being one of the world's most often spoken agglutinative languages. 

The number of documents within the same categories is kept essentially constant to allow for an impartial review. 

The Turkish news dataset includes 300 training and 300 test samples for each class. The English news datasets 

include 500 training samples and 500 test examples for each class. The number of features reaches hundreds of 

thousands in studies in the field of text classification. For this reason, it is sufficient that the training-test rate is 

50%-50%. In addition, very high scores are obtained when the training data is above 50%. Tables 2-3 summarize 

the class distributions for news datasets. Two news datasets are balanced. The preprocessing tasks for the multi-

class classification problem are evaluated using the news datasets. The first dataset is TTC-3600[10]. Being user-

friendly and well-documented is the most crucial aspect of this dataset, which may be extensively employed in 
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TC studies pertaining to Turkish news and articles. The dataset contains 3600 documents in total, 600 of which 

are news stories or texts from six different categories. These articles were gathered from six reputable news portals 

and agencies. The second dataset is 20Newsgroups. The newsgroups dataset is evenly distributed, with equal 

documents in all classes. The number of documents in each class of the datasets are presented in Table 1 and 

Table 2. 

20Newsgroup,
TTC-3600

Evaluation of 
Experimental 

Results
Pre-processing Classification

Feature 
Weighting

Feature 
Selection

Tokenization

Stop-word Removal (0,1)

Lowercase Conversion

Stemming (0,1)

TF-IDF DT

SVM

GI

NDM

EFS

 

Figure 1 Flowchart of the study 

 

 

Table 1 TTC-3600 Dataset 

Categories Total Train Test 

Culture 600 300 300 

Economy 600 300 300 

Health 600 300 300 

Policy 600 300 300 

Sport 600 300 300 

Technology 600 300 300 

Total 3600 1800 1800 

 

Table 2 20Newsgroup 

Categories Total Train Test 

alt.atheism 1000 500 500 

comp.graphics 1000 500 500 

comp.os.ms-windows.misc 1000 500 500 

comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware 1000 500 500 

comp.sys.mac.hardware 1000 500 500 

comp.windows.x 1000 500 500 

misc.forsale 1000 500 500 

rec.autos 1000 500 500 

rec.motorcycles 1000 500 500 

rec.sport.baseball 1000 500 500 

Total 10000 5000 5000 

2.2 Pre-processing techniques 

Within the scope of this study, four common preprocessing steps of TC are considered: stop-word removal, stemming, 

lowercase conversion, and tokenization[19]. Of these techniques, lowercase conversion and tokenization do not vary with 

the language of the dataset, while stop-word removal and stemming techniques vary with the language of the dataset. Because 

the method of finding the stem of the words in each language and the stop-word list is different. However, tokenization and 

lowercase conversion are the same in every language, as no structural processing is applied to the word. Stemming algorithms 

are customized to the language according to the study. Among the various approaches, the fixed-prefix algorithm [20] is a 

simple but highly effective stemming technique for Turkish. However, the stemming algorithm, namely Porter-stemmer 

introduced in a study[21] is widely used by English researchers. In this study, Zemberek was used for the Turkish dataset and 

Porter-stemmer was used for the English dataset. Zemberek is an open-source natural language processing library that you 

can use for Turkish languages, developed by Ahmet A. Akın using the Java programming language. By using this library, 

besides finding the stem words, spelling, checking whether a word is Turkish, correcting spelling mistakes etc. can be done. 
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There are some rules specific to the Turkish language in the Zemberek library. Today, there is no algorithm and library that 

works more accurately than the Zemberek library for Turkish in detecting word stem. It is aimed to find the stem of the word 

by removing the suffixes such as constructional affixes and inflectional affixes. 

2.3 Feature selection methods 

In this study, it is employed three different feature selection methods. These methods are Gini Index, Normalized Difference 

Measure, Extensive Feature Selector, Odds Ratio, and Chi-Square. While GI, NDM, and EFS are global methods, OR and 

CHI2 are local. So, we utilized global and local methods in the experiments. All notations used in these methods are shown 

in Table 3.  

Table 3 Notations 

Notation Meaning 

P(t|Cj) Probability of term t when class Cj exists  

P(t|̅Cj) Probability of absence of term t when class Cj exists 

P(t|Cj̅) Probability of term t when class Cj does not exists 

P(t|̅Cj̅) Probability of absence of term t when class Cj does not exists 

P(Cj|t) Probability of class Cj when term t exists 

P(Cj̅|t) Probability of absence of class Cj when term t exists 

P(Cj|t)̅ Probability of class Cj when term t does not exist 

P(Cj̅|t)̅ Probability of absence of class Cj when term t does not exist 

 

2.3.1 Gini Index (GI) 

GI is a successful technique for the TC domain. A novel measure of the Gini index is created in order to fit TC. Following 

an examination of the advantages and disadvantages of the current text feature selection measure functions, the GI formula 

is as follows: 

𝑮𝑰(𝒕) =  ∑ 𝑷(𝒕|𝑪𝒋)𝟐 ∙ 𝑷(𝑪𝒋|𝒕)
𝟐

           𝑴
𝒊=𝟏                    (1) 

2.3.2 Normalized Difference Measure (NDM) 

The NDM[6] technique, which takes into account relative document frequencies. The Balanced Accuracy Measure has been 

improved with the NDM method. The NDM algorithm computes as follows: 

𝑵𝑫𝑴(𝒕) =  ∑
|𝑷(𝒕| 𝑪𝒋)− 𝑷(𝒕|𝑪�̅�)|

𝐦𝐢 𝐧(𝑷(𝒕| 𝑪𝒋),𝑷(𝒕|𝑪�̅�))

𝑴
𝒊=𝟏                 (2) 

 

2.3.3 Extensive Feature Selector (EFS) 

EFS is a successful technique for the TC domain. A novel measure of the EFS is created in order to fit TC. Following an 

examination of the advantages and disadvantages of the current text feature selection measure functions, the EFS formula is 

as follows: 

𝑬𝑭𝑺(𝒕) =  ∑ (
𝑷(𝒕|𝑪𝒋)

𝑷(�̅�|𝑪𝒋)+𝑷(𝒕|𝑪�̅�)+𝟏
) ∙ (

𝑷(𝑪𝒋|𝒕)

𝑷(𝑪�̅�|𝒕)+𝑷(𝑪𝒋|�̅�)+𝟏
)𝑴

𝒋=𝟏               (3) 

2.4 Feature Representation and Weighting 

In general, it has been evaluated text documents as a bag of words (BoW) approach in machine learning classifiers. In an 

enhanced form of BoW known as the Vector Space Model (VSM), each document is represented as a vector, with each 

dimension denoting a distinct term (word) or feature. A term's value in the vector changes from zero to non-zero if it appears 
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in the text. The objective, as viewed from a TC perspective, is to create vectors with features for each class using training 

documents. Term weighting is a crucial stage in VSM, and there are three main factors that influence how important a term 

is in a document. These factors are document length normalization, Term frequency factor (𝑇𝐹), and the inverse document 

frequency factor (𝐼𝐷𝐹). 

2.5 Classification algorithms 

The goal of TC is the classification of unclassified documents into predetermined classes. Machine learning classifiers for 

TC are well-documented in the literature. In this study, we employed two successful pattern classifiers, namely Decision Tree 

(DT) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The following section provides illustrations of the specific details about each 

classifier that was chosen. 

2.5.1 J48 Decision Tree (DT) 

DT learning is a supervised machine learning classifier that uses a DT to classify an input document and determine its 

category. Internal nodes in the DT represent dataset attributes, leaves represent classification labels, and branches represent 

attribute values, respectively. J48 grows the DT using a divide-and-conquer approach. J48 is particularly successful in the 

field of TC.  

2.5.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

SVM, is a successful classifier based on statistical information theory and structural risk minimization. SVM classifier is split 

into linear and nonlinear SVM algorithms. An infinite number of hyper-planes are formed to divide the data, and the hyper-

plane with the highest margin is chosen from all of them in the linear SVM algorithm. When classes cannot be distinguished 

linearly and data must be translated into a higher dimensional space, nonlinear SVM is utilized. The data can also be separated 

linearly as a result. High accuracy and resistance to over-fitting via structural risk minimization by utilizing a regularization 

parameter are the major benefits of SVM.  

3. Experimental Study 

In this study, three different filter feature selection methods are used to evaluate according to the performance applied on 

20Newsgroups and TTC-3600 datasets. DT and SVM classifiers were fed different sizes of features chosen by each feature 

selection approach. Additionally, the translation of documents into a term-document matrix has been carried out with the 

Java programming language. Classification has been carried out using the Weka software tool. The total feature size varies 

according to the experimental parameters. The application of the stemming algorithm and the removal of stop-words change 

the feature size.  If these processes are not applied for two datasets, feature size increases. However, when the stemming 

algorithm is not applied in the TTC-3600 dataset, the number of features has increased significantly. The feature numbers 

are given in Table 4-5 according to the datasets and situations. The resulting F1-Scores are shown in Tables 6-9 for TTC-

3600 and 20Newsgroup datasets where the highest performance is underlined and bold.  

The highest score for the TTC-3600 dataset was obtained with the EFS method, SVM classifier and 1000 feature size. Also, 

this score was obtained without a stemming algorithm. Similarly, the highest score for the DT classifier was obtained with 

the NDM method and 1000 feature size and not applying the stemming algorithm. From here, it has been seen that 

Zemberek[22], the Turkish stemming algorithm, does not make a serious contribution to the performance for the TTC-3600 

dataset. In general, performance increases as the feature size increases for the TTC-3600 dataset. 

 

Table 4 Total number of features for TTC-3600 

Situations Total # of features 

Stemming=1, Stopwords=1 19605  

Stemming=1, Stopwords=0 19672 

Stemming=0, Stopwords=1 62197 

Stemming=0, Stopwords=0 62402 

 

Table 5 Total number of features for 20Newsgroup 

Situations Total # of features 

Stemming=1, Stopwords=1 39912 

Stemming=1, Stopwords=0 40166 

Stemming=0, Stopwords=1 49938 

Stemming=0, Stopwords=0 50451 
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Table 6 F1 scores from TTC-3600 dataset with Decision Tree  

Feature Selection Methods 50 100 300 500 1000 

 (Stemming=1,Stopwords=1) 

GI 0.636 0.609 0.683 0.684 0.701 

NDM 0.410 0.570 0.687 0.692 0.689 

EFS 0.571 0.626 0.670 0.691 0.702 

 (Stemming=1,Stopwords=0) 

GI 0.581 0.624 0.681 0.683 0.699 

NDM 0.410 0.570 0.680 0.689 0.688 

EFS 0.546 0.581 0.657 0.687 0.689 

 (Stemming=0,Stopwords=1) 

GI 0.601 0.644   0.682 0.707 0.700 

NDM 0.526 0.569 0.677 0.659 0.709 

EFS 0.572 0.627 0.673 0.694 0.699 

 (Stemming=0,Stopwords=0) 

GI 0.519 0.630 0.655 0.687 0.703 

NDM 0.526 0.569 0.677 0.678 0.699 

EFS 0.506 0.589 0.639 0.687 0.698 

 

Table 7 F1 scores from TTC-3600 dataset with Support Vector Machine 

Feature Selection Methods 50 100 300 500 1000 

 (Stemming=1,Stopwords=1) 

GI 0.671 0.662 0.728 0.750 0.762 

NDM 0.469 0.614 0.716 0.717 0.738 

EFS 0.535 0.662 0.720 0.735 0.762 

 (Stemming=1,Stopwords=0) 

GI 0.634 0.660 0.727 0.758 0.765 

NDM 0.469 0.614 0.716 0.728 0.749 

EFS 0.595 0.647 0.733 0.754 0.764 

 (Stemming=0,Stopwords=1) 

GI 0.612 0.681 0.723 0.733 0.764 

NDM 0.555 0.636 0.710 0.718 0.732 

EFS 0.599 0.652 0.710 0.727 0.781 

 (Stemming=0,Stopwords=0) 

GI 0.560 0.665 0.729 0.743 0.775 

NDM 0.555 0.636 0.710 0.721 0.744 

EFS 0.563 0.627 0.717 0.727 0.768 

 

Table 8 F1 scores from 20Newsgroup dataset with Decision Tree  

Feature Selection Methods 50 100 300 500 1000 

 (Stemming=1,Stopwords=1) 

GI 0.977 0.975 0.947 0.947 0.972 

NDM 0.689 0.906 0.973 0.972 0.972 

EFS 0.977 0.948 0.946 0.945 0.973 

 (Stemming=1,Stopwords=0) 

GI 0.976 0.975 0.946 0.946 0.970 

NDM 0.689 0.906 0.979 0.979 0.980 

EFS 0.976 0.976 0.946 0.945 0.945 

 (Stemming=0,Stopwords=1) 

GI 0.845 0.913 0.951 0.955 0.949 

NDM 0.353 0.581 0.720 0.920 0.931 

EFS 0.846 0.913 0.928 0.951 0.951 

 (Stemming=0,Stopwords=0) 

GI 0.899 0.920 0.921 0.952 0.949 

NDM 0.353 0.581 0.874 0.910 0.921 

EFS 0.878 0.888 0.915 0.923 0.953 
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Table 9 F1 scores from 20Newsgroup dataset with Support Vector Machine 

Feature Selection Methods 50 100 300 500 1000 

 (Stemming=1,Stopwords=1) 

GI 0.970 0.968 0.965 0.960 0.960 

NDM 0.701 0.898 0.976 0.973 0.966 

EFS 0.971 0.969 0.963 0.960 0.961 

 (Stemming=1,Stopwords=0) 

GI 0.969 0.971 0.962 0.963 0.962 

NDM 0.701 0.898 0.973 0.974 0.967 

EFS 0.972 0.970 0.964 0.963 0.963 

 (Stemming=0,Stopwords=1) 

GI 0.839 0.922 0.941 0.927 0.902 

NDM 0.411 0.604 0.757 0.923 0.931 

EFS 0.844 0.927 0.907 0.912 0.904 

 (Stemming=0,Stopwords=0) 

GI 0.901 0.925 0.910 0.913 0.912 

NDM 0.411 0.604 0.886 0.923 0.930 

EFS 0.902 0.902 0.892 0.884 0.912 

 

The highest score for the 20Newsgroup dataset [23] was obtained with the NDM method, DT classifier and 1000 feature size. 

In addition, this score was obtained by performing a stemming algorithm. Similarly, the highest score for the DT classifier 

was obtained by applying the NDM method and the feature size of 300, the removal of stopwords, and applying the stemming 

algorithm. From here, it has been seen that Porter, the English stemming algorithm, contributes to the performance [24]. In 

general, performance improves as the feature size increases for the 20Newsgroup dataset. In some cases, performance 

decreases as the size increases. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Experimental results have shown which method produces the highest and lowest performance. In addition, the effect of 

preprocessing methods on performance has been analyzed in detail. Both preprocessing techniques used significantly change 

the number of features. In terms of size, it had a positive contribution to performance in both datasets in general. In addition, 

when the stemming algorithm is not applied for Turkish, the feature size increases more than the English dataset. It was 

observed that applying the preprocessing technique did not have a positive effect on the performance for the Turkish dataset. 

However, preprocessing techniques contributed significantly to the performance for the English dataset. For this reason, the 

development of more effective stemming algorithms for Turkish will be a research topic for researchers in this field.  

5. Conclusions 

This study looked closely at how commonly used preprocessing tasks affected TC in just one domain and two different 

languages. The examination was conducted utilizing every possible combination of the preprocessing tasks while considering 

different factors including accuracy, language, and dimension reduction. Extensive experimental investigation showed that 

the right preprocessing task combinations, depending on the language, may significantly improve classification accuracy, 

whereas the wrong preprocessing task combinations may reduce classification accuracy. As a result, the preprocessing stage 

in the TC process is just as crucial as the other TC steps.  

The two datasets examined in this work each have unique characteristics in terms of language, class distribution, and a number 

of classes. Hence the conclusions drawn from this study may also apply to other text collections. 
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ABSTRACT 
Machine learning (ML) has been frequently studied to build intelligent systems in many problem domains. For 

example, one of the application areas of ML in cybersecurity is to develop intelligent intrusion detection systems 

(IDSs) for malicious network activity detection. However, intelligent IDS development is challenging due to many 

available methods in the current literature, including different types of classification algorithms and preprocessing 

techniques. Therefore, revealing the best-fitting methods for intrusion detection would help practitioners develop 

efficient detection systems. For this purpose, this study has conducted extensive experiments using the support 

vector machines (SVM) classifier and feature selection (FS) technique, several data normalisation techniques, and 

a classifier optimisation algorithm to analyse the impact of preprocessing techniques on classification. These 

methods were tested on three open network intrusion datasets, NSL-KDD, UNSW-NB15, and CICIDS2017. 

Finally, the results were analysed to investigate each method’s impact on model performance and extract insights 

for building intelligent IDS. The optimised model achieved an accuracy of 81.51% with two features, 85.27% with 

32 features, and 99.43% with 16 features for the NSLKDD, UNSW-NB15, and CICIDS2107 testing datasets, 

respectively. Furthermore, the results exhibited that data preprocessing has improved classification performance, 

and the log-scaling normalisation technique outperformed the z-score and min-max. Additionally, the results 

suggested that SVM-based FS improved classification performance and significantly reduced model complexity. In 

addition, the conclusion was drawn that classifier optimisation could enhance the performance of the classifier-

dependent FS technique, such as SVM FS. However, it was observed that an inadequate feature set in the classifier 

optimisation process could result in worse performance; therefore, this problem must be addressed during the 

optimisation process for accurate optimisation. In conclusion, this study provided insights into data preprocessing 

in ML applications and showed the significance of data preprocessing for building accurate and efficient IDSs. 

 

Keywords: Data Preprocessing, Classifier Optimisation, Feature Selection, Network Intrusion Detection System, 

Support Vector Machines. 
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1. Introduction 

Modern computer applications are essential to daily life, providing a wide range of services. Developments of modern 

computer applications have led to the exchange of high-volume data over the Internet, including users’ sensitive data [1]. 

Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are promising for protecting user data due to their ability to monitor computer systems to 

determine malicious activities [2]. However, an intelligent system that can learn and recognise attacks autonomously is 

needed because of high-volume network traffic and various attack types. From the point of view of machine learning (ML), 

this is a classification and dimensionality reduction problem that can be developed to classify malicious activities. 

The basic steps for the development of classification models include data preprocessing (encoding, data normalisation, and 

dimensionality reduction), classifier optimisation, model training, and model evaluation [3]. Encoding is applied if a feature 

needs to be converted to another type [3]. For example, if a classifier (e.g., support vector machine (SVM)) cannot process a 

categorical feature, the features must be converted to a nominal feature before model development. Data normalisation aims 

to transform feature values into a new range to create a better distribution of features and smaller feature space with the aim 

of improving classification performance and reducing model complexity [4]. Feature selection (FS) also aims at the same 

http://saucis.sakarya.edu.tr/
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-7924-1904
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goal as data normalisation by selecting the most relevant features and removing noisy and irrelevant features [5]. Finally, to 

develop an accurate model, it is necessary to apply preprocessing techniques prior to model development [4,5]. 

The network intrusion detection benchmark datasets were created in the articles [6], [7], and [8], NSL-KDD, UNSW-NB15, 

and CICIDS2017, respectively. First, the authors created NSLKDD to overcome the shortcomings of the KDDCUP99 dataset. 

Next, to tackle the shortcomings of NSLKDD, UNSW-NB15 was created. Finally, CICIDS2017 was created as an up-to-date 

and modern dataset. 

In the study [9], the authors conducted several experiments to evaluate the performance of normalisation techniques, 

including decimal scaling, min-max normalisation, and z-score normalisation. In addition, Yin et al. proposed a deep learning 

(DL)-based IDS model using recurrent neural networks (RNN-IDS), which were normalised using the min-max method [10]. 

In [11], an ensemble model was developed for intrusion detection using min-max normalisation and feature selection 

techniques. In work [12], the authors designed and implemented several ML settings with different FS techniques using the 

C4.5 classifier to build intrusion detection methods. Among four FS techniques, Information Gain, Correlation-based FS, 

ReliefF, and Symmetrical Uncertainty, the InfoGain FS technique achieved the best performance when applied before the 

C4.5 classifier as a preprocessing technique for dimensionality reduction. The results revealed that the InfoGain-C4.5 pair 

achieved the best accuracy with 17 features. This study emphasised the importance of feature selection as a preprocessing 

step. In Article [13], several experiments were conducted that combined three FS techniques with various classifiers to 

analyse the impact of the filter and embedded FS on intrusion detection. Chi-square, information gain, and SVM recursive 

feature elimination (SVM-RFE) were used as the two filter and one embedded FS technique, respectively. When the filter 

methods were compared to SVM-RFE, SVM-RFE achieved the best performance due to the ability of SVM-RFE to select 

features with respect to their usefulness rather than their relevancy. As a result, this study showed that embedded FS 

techniques might be more promising for intrusion detection than filter methods. In addition, the authors stated that the best-

performing classifier was SVM with all FS techniques. In conclusion, FS helps improve the accuracy of attack detection. 

However, it should be noted that embedded FS techniques are computationally more complex than filter FS techniques.  

Malik et al. [14] proposed a NIDS based on the particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm. In the study, extensive 

experiments were conducted to show that selecting the relevant features helped improve the classification performance of the 

proposed method. In [15], another PSO-based study was conducted, showing that the PSO-enabled SVM outperformed the 

default SVM configuration. Finally, Khammassi and Krichen [16] combined a wrapper FS technique using genetic algorithms 

with a logistic regression classifier for the detection of network intrusions. They achieved the maximum performance with 

18 features for the KDD dataset and 20 for the UNSW-NB15 dataset. In the study, the effectiveness of FS was discussed 

based on the obtained experimental results. However, wrapper FS techniques have a relatively high computational complexity 

compared to embedded and filter methods.  

In [17], packet preprocessing techniques were used to improve convolutional neural network (CNN) performance for 

intrusion detection. For this purpose, three preprocessing techniques, direct, weighted, and compressed, were developed and 

applied to CNN. In addition, CNN with the direct preprocessing technique was evaluated on the NSLKDD dataset. As a 

result, the authors stated that packet preprocessing had improved the model’s performance. 

The authors used deep neural networks to compare data preprocessing techniques [18]. In the study, a trial and error approach 

was conducted to find classifier settings, such as the number of layers, the number of neurons in each layer, and the optimiser 

algorithm, to obtain the optimised model. UNSW-NB15 was used in the study, whereas two different techniques were 

employed in this dataset. The first technique was Log transformation and MinMaxScaling, and the second was Z-score 

encoding and dummy encoding. Finally, it was mentioned that this particular study aimed to prove the concept that data 

preprocessing improves the performance of ML algorithms. 

T. Ahmet and M. N. Aziz conducted an experimental study to classify intrusions in computer networks [19]. First, 

preprocessing and feature selection were applied, and the obtained data were classified using k-NN, SVM and Naïve Bayes 

classifiers. The experimental results obtained using the KDDCup99 benchmarking dataset showed that SVM with 

preprocessing and feature selection achieved the best performance, where Min-max normalisation and Correlation-based FS 

and Particle Swarm Optimisation were applied as the preprocessing and feature selection techniques, respectively. 

P. Nimbalkar and D. Kshirsagar proposed a feature selection method for intrusion detection [20]. The study focused on DoS 

and DDoS attacks and proposed the FS method based on Information Gain and Gain Ratio FS techniques. The proposed 

method was evaluated on IoT-Bot and KDDCup99 datasets using the JRip classifier. The proposed system selected 16 and 

19 features for the IoT-Bot and KDDCup99 datasets, respectively, and it was concluded that it performed better than the 

method with the complete feature set.  

In [21], Naïve Bayes and KNN classifiers were used to develop a two-tier classifier. In addition, for feature selection, the 

Discriminant Analysis method was used. The proposed method was evaluated on the NSLKDD dataset. In [22], the authors 

proposed an intrusion detection framework for botnet using feature selection. According to the obtained results on the 

CICIDS2017 dataset, the Correlation Attribute Eval FS technique with JRip classifier achieved the best performance for 

botnet detection.  
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In order to reduce the time complexity of ML algorithms, fast kNN was proposed [23], and it was shown that fast kNN 

maintains the model’s accuracy and reduces time complexity. Several filter FS techniques were combined for DoS attack 

detection, including Information Gain Ratio (IGR), Correlation (CR), and ReliefF (ReF). The results showed the significance 

of feature selection. A deep learning approach was used in the study [24] for intrusion detection to improve detection 

performance, and the proposed method was evaluated on the NSLKDD dataset [25]. 

In the present study, several experiments were conducted to measure the impact of preprocessing on ML applications, such 

as developing intelligent IDSs, using data normalisation, feature selection, and classifier optimisation algorithms. For this 

purpose, several network intrusion detection benchmark datasets were used, namely NSLKDD, UNSW-NB15, and 

CICIDS2017. To evaluate data normalisation techniques, three different and frequently used techniques (min-max, z-score, 

and logarithmic scaling) were applied to the original dataset before model development. Additionally, the SVM classifier 

was optimised using an exhaustive search algorithm, grid-search, where the optimal kernel function, cost parameter and 

gamma parameter were selected for all benchmarking datasets.  

As a result, this study aimed to measure the impact of several data normalisation techniques to find the most effective 

technique for ML classification applications. Additionally, a classifier-dependent feature selection method was used to 

investigate feature selection performance on intrusion classification. Moreover, classifier optimisation was applied to 

classification and FS methods for analysing the impact of its classification performance with a reduced and complete feature 

set. Furthermore, the classifiers developed with default settings and optimised with different settings were compared to reveal 

the impact of feature selection in classifier optimisation. Finally, the ML model settings and chosen preprocessing techniques 

were presented to provide important insights for practitioners in the field. In summary, the contributions of this study are as 

follows. 

(1) Detailed analysis of normalisation techniques and their impact on classifier performance 

(2) Impact of classifier parameter optimisation on feature selection and classification 

(3) Important insights into the development of intelligent intrusion detection systems. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 explains the materials and methods used in this study. Section 

3 provides details about the experimental setup. Section 4 presents and discusses the experimental results. Finally, the 

conclusion of this study is stated in Section 5. 

2. Materials and Methods 

In this section, the materials and methods used for this study are explained, including data preprocessing techniques and 

SVM. Furthermore, the used network intrusion benchmark datasets were mentioned in detail. 

2.1 Benchmark datasets 

NSLKDD dataset [6]: The NSLKDD dataset was extracted from the KDDCup’99 dataset as its enhanced version to overcome 

the shortcomings of the KDDcup’99 dataset. Although NSLKDD may not be the best representation of real networks, 

containing some synthetic data, it is a valuable benchmark dataset for evaluating the intrusion detection model. The NSLKDD 

dataset comprises two partitions: KDDTrain+ (training dataset) and KDDTest+ (test dataset). The KDDTest-21, as a test dataset, 

is a subset of KDDTest+ where the samples correctly classified by all classifiers in [26] have been removed. Thus, KDDTest-

21 is a more challenging dataset than KDDTest+ for classification algorithms. In addition, the binary NSLKDD dataset 

contains two types of network activities: normal and attack. Table 1 presents the statistics of this dataset. Furthermore, the 

features in this dataset belong to three categories, namely basic features (Feature Nos. 1–10), content features (Feature Nos. 

11–20), and traffic features (Feature Nos. 23–41) [10]. Finally, there are 41 features and 1 class label in this dataset. 

Table 1 Record Distribution of the NSLKDD Dataset  

Dataset Normal Attacks Total 

 KDDTrain+ 67343 58630 125973 

 KDDTest+ 9711 12833 22544 

 KDDTest-21 2152 9698 11850 

 

UNSW-NB15 Dataset [7]: Moustafa and Slay published the UNSW-NB15 benchmark dataset for network intrusion detection 

in 2015 as a comprehensive dataset. They stated that this dataset was developed to overcome the shortcomings of the 

NSLKDD dataset. This dataset includes 47 features, where categories of features are as follows: flow features (1–5), basic 

features (6–18), content features (19–26), time features (27–35), and general-purpose features (36–47). The UNSW-NB15 
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training dataset and the UNSW-NB15 test dataset are the two predefined splits of this dataset. Statistics for the dataset are 

listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 Record Distribution of the UNSW-NB15 Dataset 

Dataset Total Sample Size Normal Attacks 

Training Set 175,341 56,000 119,341 

Testing Set 82,332 37,000 45,332 

 

CICIDS2017 Dataset [8]: The CICIDS2017 dataset was created by the Canadian Institute of Cybersecurity in 2017 as a 

network evaluation dataset. The CICIDS2017 dataset contains realistic network activity records extracted from an actual 

network setup. In addition, it comprises the most up-to-date and widely used attack types. In the dataset, network flows are 

based on the time stamp, source and destination IPs, source and destination ports, and protocols. The dataset consists of 78 

features and a label column where the records were collected over a week. The CICIDS2017 Wednesday dataset used in this 

study contains normal activity records and DoS attacks. For computational reasons, the dataset was under-sampled by 

randomly selecting 20% of its records. Then, it was split into two partitions as the training and testing datasets. Statistics are 

shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Record Distribution of the CICIDS2017 Wednesday Dataset 

Dataset Total Sample Size Normal Attacks 

Training Set 138,480 88,191 50,289 

Testing Set 137,806 87,817 49,989 

2.2 Data preprocessing 

Data preprocessing in ML can be described as the process of investigating and transforming the dataset in terms of sample 

distribution (i.e., data normalisation) and dimensionality (i.e., feature selection or extraction) to improve classification 

performance as the primary objective. The secondary objective of preprocessing is to reduce model complexity in terms of 

features (dimensionality) and feature value ranges (. In addition, encoding of feature values is only applied when the classifier 

needs conversion of feature type. For example, SVM does not accept categorical features; thus, a categorical feature must be 

converted to a nominal one. 

The encoding process comprises three main steps: (1) identification of categories in a categorical feature, that is, finding 

distinct values, (2) creation of new features for each distinct value; encoding will generate new features as many as the 

number of unique values in the categorical feature, (3) and finally, for each feature, the records are set to 1, and the rest is set 

to 0 [3].  

Data normalisation can be considered as a scaling process that creates a new scale of feature values to transform the 

distribution of the dataset into a more balanced form. Additionally, this process helps to create a smaller hyperspace for the 

classifier and can lead to higher classification performance and lower computational complexity [4]. Z-score, min-max, and 

logarithmic-scaling (log-scaling) are the frequently used techniques in the field of ML. Min-max and z-score normalisation 

are linear techniques in which these functions perform a linear mapping of the feature space [4]. However, log-scaling is a 

nonlinear technique that transforms values in a nonlinear space. On the other hand, Min-max normalisation maps feature 

values into the range of [0, 1] using the minimum and maximum values. Furthermore, z-score normalisation (standardisation) 

transforms a feature into a new range using mean and standard deviation values, where the standard deviation of the 

transformed feature is always one. Additionally, log-scaling uses a log function to scale down the feature values non-linearly. 

Equations are listed in the following equations (eq. 1, eq. 2, and eq. 3), respectively. Note that xmin and xmax are the minimum 

and maximum values of the feature x in Equation 1. In equation 2,  𝑥𝜇 and  𝑥𝜎 are the mean and standard deviation values of 

the feature x. In addition, 𝑥𝑖 represents the ith value in feature x for all equations. 

 

x′i =
xi − xmin

xmax  − xmin 
                                                                        (1) 

 

    x′i =
xi − xμ

 xσ
                                                                                 (2) 

 

x′i = log (xi + 1)                                                                       (3) 
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Finally, dimensionality reduction reduces feature space by removing irrelevant/noisy features (feature selection) or 

transforming the feature set (feature extraction) into a new space. Feature selection retains the values of the features, but 

feature extraction changes them while transforming the space [5]. Feature selection and feature extraction are the main 

categories of dimensionality reduction. 

2.3 Support Vector Machine Classifier 

Classification is the process of building an ML model using supervision with a dataset that contains input and output data. 

As a supervised ML algorithm, SVM has several significant characteristics that make it a successful classifier. These are (1) 

the ability to find an optimal hyperplane between two linearly separable classes by maximising the class boundaries, (2) the 

ability to construct a high-dimensional hyperplane, (3) embedded in FS techniques as a robust FS technique, and (4) its kernel 

trick that allows one to create nonlinear boundaries [26, 27]. Furthermore, the kernel functions provide access to the higher 

space dimensions without explicitly defining the mapping function. Therefore, the performance of the SVM classification is 

highly dependent on its kernel function and parameters, which implies that classifier optimisation is crucial for SVM [28]. 

Classifier optimisation aims to find the optimal values for the classifier kernel and parameters. However, finding the best-

fitted values is a dataset-specific problem and heuristic algorithms are used to solve this problem, which is time-consuming. 

2.4 Feature selection 

Feature selection techniques aim to select the most relevant features by removing redundant and irrelevant features, which 

has been widely applied in ML applications before model construction to improve model accuracy and reduce computational 

complexity. Embedded/Wrapper FS techniques use a classifier to obtain feature weights for ordering features from the most 

relevant to the least relevant, aiming to select the optimal subset of features. On the contrary, filter FS techniques check 

feature relevance for the same purpose. Since embedded/wrapper techniques are classifier-dependent (e.g., SVM, Random 

Forest), they are more accurate, whereas filter FS techniques are classifier-independent and thus faster than 

embedded/wrapper FS techniques. 

In this study, the SVM feature selection technique (SVM-FS) [5] uses the feature weights vector created by the SVM training 

process to rank features with the aim of measuring the impact of classifier-dependent FS on intrusion detection. Algorithm 1 

represents the algorithm for SVM-FS. Unlike SVM-RFE [5], the used SVM-FS technique runs SVM train function ones to 

obtain feature weights and rank feature weights accordingly. As it is shown in line 2, SVM training runs to obtain support 

vectors (SV) and coefficients (coefs) from constructed SVM model, and then this information is used to calculate the weight 

vector, which is ordered to obtain feature ranks (shown in lines 3 and 4). Note that the generated ranked feature list is in 

descending order, where the most significant weight represents the best feature; therefore, the first feature in the list is the 

most relevant, and the last is the least relevant feature. 

Algorithm 1. SVM Feature Selection Technique (SVM-FS) 

Input: Training Dataset 

Output: Ranked Feature List 

 

1.  Initialise the training dataset, TrainingDataset. 

2.  SVM_Model = SVM_Training(TrainingDataset, Kernel, CostValue, Kernel_Parameter_Values) 

3.  Feature_Weight_List = CreateWeightList(SVM_Model$coefs, SVM_Model$SV)  

4.  Ranked_Feature_List = argmax(Feature_Weight_List)  

3. Experimental Setup 

The experiments were carried out using the software implemented with R programming (v4.0.2) [29] and RStudio [30] on a 

PC, Intel® i7 Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60GHz, 32 GB DDR3 Ram, 256 GB SSD, and Microsoft® Windows 10 Pro x64. In 

addition, the R programming package, e1071 [31], was used to implement the SVM classifier. This experimental study 

involves (1) data normalisation, (2) feature selection, (3) classifier optimisation, and (4) model training and evaluation.  

First, the model has never seen the test dataset to avoid normalisation, FS, or classification bias. As mentioned in the 

benchmark datasets section, each dataset was split into two sets: training and testing. The model was constructed using the 

training dataset, and evaluation was performed on the testing dataset; hold-out validation was used. Furthermore, during the 

data normalisation process, the required values were obtained from the training dataset and applied to the test dataset to avoid 

bias can be caused by normalisation. Additionally, FS was performed on the training dataset to avoid FS bias. The model’s 

performance was measured with the top k features after the feature ranking where k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and feature set 

size. Since the NSLKDD and UNSW-NB15 datasets contain categorical features, encoding was applied. After encoding, the 

feature size of the datasets was 122 and 194, respectively. The SVM classifier with default settings (c=1, gamma = 1 / | 
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feature set |, degree = 3) was implemented. Finally, grid search was used for SVM optimisation, where a kernel function, cost 

parameter, and the value search of the chosen kernel parameter were performed. Thus, the kernel function was selected among 

linear, polynomial, sigmoid, and radial basis functions (RBF) in the classifier optimisation process. Furthermore, the cost and 

gamma value spaces were searched where 𝑐 > 0 and 𝛾 > 0. Performance evaluation is the final and critical stage of ML 

model development since it shows the model’s accuracy. For this purpose, accuracy and f-score performance evaluation 

metrics were used [3]. The equations of these metrics are given in (4) and (7), where (5) and (6) were used to calculate F-

score. 

Accuracy =  
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
                                                                                                   (4) 

 

Precision =  
TP 

TP + FP
                                                                                                                  (5) 

 

Recall =  
TP 

TP + FN
                                                                                                                      (6) 

 

F − score =  2 ∗  
Precision ∗ Recall

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
                                                                                           (7) 

 

Here, TP, TN, FP, and FN are explained below. 

• True Positive (TP): Truly classified attack class (positive) sample.  

• True Negative (TN): Truly classified normal class (negative) sample. 

• False Positive (FP): Falsely classified normal class sample, classified as an attack. 

• False Negative (FN): Falsely classified attack class sample, classified as normal activity. 

4. Experiment Results 

The experiment results in this study are examined in four sections, including SVM kernel function selection, comparison of 

normalisation techniques, the impact of FS, and the impact of classifier optimisation. 

4.1. SVM kernel function performance comparison 

The kernel function comparison test showed that the RBF kernel function outperformed the others for all datasets. SVM-

RBF with default parameter values fits well with the training datasets and outperforms the other kernels for the KDDTest+, 

UNSW-NB15, and CICIDS2017 Wednesday testing datasets. The linear kernel achieved the best for the KDDTest−21 dataset 

but did not fit the training dataset as RBF did. The results are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 Performance of the Kernel Functions of the SVM Classifier in terms of Accuracy 

 Kernel 

Function 

KDDTrain+ 

Training Set 

KDDTest+ 

Testing Set 

KDDTest-21 

Testing Set 

UNSW-NB15 

Training Set 

UNSW-NB15 

Testing Set 

CICIDS2017 (Wed) 

Training Set/Testing 

Set 

 Linear 59.3% 64.3% 69.1% 78.13% 69.73% 42.44% 42.28% 

 Polynomial 15.0% 22.5% 38.6% 30.89% 43.38% 63.88% 63.87% 

 Sigmoid 40.9% 53.2% 55.4% 68.06% 55.06% 63.68% 63.72% 

 Radial 99.9% 72.4% 47.5% 99.24% 75.69% 99.99% 72.45% 

4.2. Normalisation technique selection 

This subsection discusses the impact of normalisation techniques by applying min-max, z-score, and log-scaling. However, 

since CICIDS2017 contains negative values, the log-scaling was not applied to this dataset. In addition, normalisation 

technique evaluation tests were performed with the entire feature set; that is, no FS prior to classification was applied for this 

experiment. Moreover, the SVM-RBF classifier with default settings was used for classification. The accuracies obtained for 

the original and normalised datasets are listed in Table 5. 

The results showed that the normalisation of the datasets significantly improved the classification performance. The achieved 

accuracies were as follows: for KDDTrain+, the accuracy was 99.5%, which was very close to 100%; it retained the model’s 

performance on the original dataset. For the NSLKDD testing datasets, KDDTest+ and KDDTest−21, the accuracies were 

80.8% and 63.4%, respectively; normalisation increased the model performance by 7.6% on KDDTest+ and 15.9% on 

KDDTrain−21. Furthermore, z-score and log-scaling normalisation methods have achieved almost the same performance for 
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the UNSW-NB15 training and testing datasets, where the model’s performance was improved by approximately 6%. When 

the min-max and z-score normalisation methods were compared for the CICIDS2017 datasets, it was shown that the z-score 

method outperformed the min-max. With the z-score normalisation, the accuracy was improved by approximately 26% for 

the Wednesday testing dataset. In conclusion, the results showed that the normalisation of the data led to a considerable 

improvement in the performance of SVM-RBF. It was also observed that log-scaling and z-score achieved similar 

performance and outperformed the min-max technique for all datasets.  

In addition, statistical tests were performed on the NSLKDD dataset to further understand the normalisation techniques’ 

impact. First, some features with high variation were randomly selected, and the minimum, maximum, mean, and standard 

deviation values were calculated before and after min-max, z-score, and log-scaling. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis 

values were calculated. 

Table 5 Impact of Normalisation Techniques on the Performance of SVM-RBF in terms of Accuracy 

Normalisation 

Technique 

KDDTrain+ 

Training Set 

KDDTest+ 

Testing Set 

KDDTest-21 

Testing Set 

UNSW-NB15 

Training Set 

UNSW-NB15 

Testing Set 

CICIDS2017 (Wed) 

Training Set/Testing 

Set 

- 99.9% 72.4% 47.5% 99.24% 75.69% 99.99% 72.45% 

 Min-max 97.4% 74.7% 52.1% 92.92% 78.76% 97.03% 96.85% 

 Z-score 98.5% 76.7% 55.9% 93.63% 81.47% 98.58% 98.48% 

 Log-scaling 99.5% 80.8% 63.4% 93.64% 81.55% - - 

Table 6 Statistics of Normalisation Techniques Using KDDTest+ Dataset 

  Original Min-Max Z-Score Log-Scaling 

Duration 

- 

Feature No 

1 

Mean 287.14 0.030 -5.890e-18 0.322 

Std. Dev. 2604.51 0.136 1 1.451 

Min. Val. 0 0 -0.110 0 

Max. Val. 42908 1 16.364 10.667 

Skewness 11.88 5.34 11.88 5.34 

Kurtosis 156.07 28.95 156.07 28.95 

Source Bytes 

- 

Feature No 

86 

Mean 45566.74 0.153 -2.023e-20 3.230 

Std. Dev. 5870331 0.142 1 2.982 

Min. Val. 0 0 -0.008 0 

Max. Val. 1379963888 1 235.067 21.045 

Skewness 190.66 0.31 190.66 0.31 

Kurtosis 39351.93 -0.67 39351.93 -0.67 

Destination 

Host Count 

- 

Feature No 

113 

Mean 128.15 0.858 3.637e-17 4.757 

Std. Dev. 99.21 0.241 1 1.334 

Min. Val. 0 0 -1.836 0 

Max. Val. 255 1 0.734 5.545 

Skewness -0.83 -1.73 -0.83 -1.73 

Kurtosis -1.07 1.88 -1.07 1.88 

When the min and max values were observed for all normalisation techniques, it was shown that min-max obtained the 

smallest range, whereas the log-scaling created slightly larger ranges, but the ranges generated by the z-score varied, 

depending on the level of variation in the features. The z-score transformed the datasets into a distribution where the standard 

deviation is one, and log-scaling transformation obtained a dataset similar standard deviation to z-score. On the contrary, 

since min-max creates values within the range [0,1], standard deviation and mean values are also in this range. Additionally, 

it was observed that the z-score scaled the feature space down; however, it did not change the skewness and kurtosis values. 

The results showed that min-max and log-scaling alter the distribution of the dataset, and both have transformed the datasets 

with the same skewness and kurtosis values. Finally, the results in Table 6 suggest that log-scaling has led to a better 

representation of the dataset for ML applications. 

4.3. Impact of feature selection 

In this section, the impact of the SVM-FS technique is investigated. For this reason, it was applied with the default parameters 

before model construction. Then SVM-RBF with the default parameters was trained and evaluated using the ranked feature 
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list obtained by SVM-FS. This experiment was conducted on the normalised NSLKDD, UNSW-NB15, and CICIDS2017 

Wednesday datasets. The results of the experiments are presented in Table 7. The best-achieved accuracy for the normalised 

NSLKDD test datasets was 85.8% and 74.1% using the top eight features. That is, SVM-FS removed 114 features and 

improved accuracy by 5% for KDDTest+ and 10.7% for KDDTest-21. Furthermore, for the UNSW-NB15 dataset, 162 features 

were removed, and the accuracy achieved was maintained. Finally, for the Wednesday CICIDS2017 Wednesday dataset, 

SVM-FS removed 14 features. In summary, the SVM-FS technique improved the performance of the SVM classifier by 

selecting the relevant features, and it reduced the number of features used for the model (reduced model complexity). 

4.4. Impact of classifier optimisation on SVM’s performance 

In this section, the impact of classifier optimisation on the performance of the classifier is investigated. Each classification 

method has some parameters that need to be optimised for the target dataset to build the best-fitted model. Optimised 

parameters of a classifier are different for each input dataset, showing that this is a dataset-specific process and time-

consuming since the parameters have a wide range of possible values for finding the one that fits well. Therefore, searching 

parameter spaces for the optimal values is an important aspect of classifier optimisation. This study uses a grid search 

algorithm for SVM classifier parameter optimisation. Since the radial basis function was found to be the best kernel function 

for this problem domain, the gamma parameter was optimised along with the cost parameter. For computational reasons, a 

limited search space was created for cost and gamma values, where 106, 105, 104, 103, 102, 101, 100, 10-1, 10-2, 10-3, and 103, 

102, 101, 100, 10-1, 10-2, 10-3, 10-4, 10-5, and 10-6 were the members of cost and gamma list, respectively. After that, SVM with 

predefined cost and gamma values was run, and the accuracies were recorded. Additionally, to observe the impact of FS on 

classifier optimisation, two different feature sets were used: a reduced set (top eight features) and a complete feature set of 

the input dataset. The best classifier was found, and the optimised classifier was used to build the classification model. SVM-

FS was used for feature ranking. After ranking, the best k features were selected for model construction, where k is 1, 2, 3, 

4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and the complete feature set. 

Table 7 Performance Evaluation of the SVM-RBF with Reduced Feature Sets in terms of Accuracy 

Feature 

Subset 

KDDTrain+ 

Training Set 

KDDTest+ 

Testing Set 

KDDTest-21 

Testing Set 

UNSW-NB15 

Training Set 

UNSW-NB15 

Testing Set 

CICIDS2017 (Wed) 

Training Set/Testing Set 

Top 1 

Feature 
89.2% 76.3% 55.7% 90.15% 75.13% 88.22% 88.34% 

Top 2 

Features 
89.3% 75.4% 54.1% 91.70% 76.30% 89.41% 89.48% 

Top 3 

Features 
89.3% 75.4% 54.1% 92.11% 76.40% 91.42% 91.42% 

Top 4 

Features 
89.1% 75.4% 54.1% 92.28% 76.48% 91.63% 91.61% 

Top 8 

Features 
94.6% 85.8% 74.1% 93.45% 81.01% 87.99% 87.79% 

Top 16 

Features 
98.1% 81.8% 65.9% 93.48% 81.01% 96.19% 95.87% 

Top 32 

Features 
99.0% 78.2% 58.7% 93.60% 81.50% 99.83% 99.74% 

Top 64 

Features 
99.5% 80.7% 63.4% 93.62% 81.53% 99.88% 99.75% 

Top 78 

Features 
- - - - - 99.88% 99.74% 

Top 122 

Features 
99.5% 80.8% 63.4% - - - - 

Top 128 

Features 
99.9% 72.4% 47.5% 93.64% 81.55% - - 

Top 194 

Features 
- - - 93.64% 81.55% - - 

 

As mentioned, default and optimised SVM models were implemented to compare the performance of the SVM classifier and 

the significance of classifier optimisation with and without feature selection. The first experiment was the SVM-RBF with 

default parameter settings as the FS technique and classifier. The obtained results are presented in Table 7. Table 8 presents 

the performance results of the SVM optimised with a reduced feature set. Additionally, the results for SVM optimised using 

the complete feature set are shown in Table 9. Two different settings of SVM classifier optimisation were developed to 

accomplish a further analysis for understanding the impact of feature selection in the classifier optimisation process. Accuracy 
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was used to measure the performance of all the models. However, another performance evaluation metric was used to evaluate 

the performance of the optimised SVM. Thus, Table 10 represents the performance of optimised SVM in terms of F-score. 

As shown in Equation 7, the F-score performance evaluation metric uses precision and recall values to calculate the model’s 

performance, which better represents a model’s performance where the benchmarking dataset is not balanced in class 

distribution. The formulation for precision and recall is given in Equations 5 and 6.  

The results exhibited that feature selection helps improve classification performance or reduce feature set size. For example, 

the classification performance of SVM was improved by around 5% for the NSLKDD dataset, where 120 features were 

removed. On the other hand, 162 features were removed for the UNSW-NB15 dataset, and the classification performance 

was maintained. On the other hand, classifier optimisation also improved classification performance or reduced feature set 

size. For instance, classification performance was improved for the UNSW-NB15 dataset by ~4%. Furthermore, classification 

performance was improved for the CICIDS2017 dataset. 

Table 8 Performance Evaluation of the SVM Optimisation with Reduced Feature Set in terms of Accuracy 

Feature 

Subset 

KDDTrain+ 

Training Set 

KDDTest+ 

Testing Set 

KDDTest-21 

Testing Set 

UNSW-NB15 

Training Set 

UNSW-NB15 

Testing Set 

CICIDS2017 (Wed) 

Training Set  Testing Set 

Top 1 

Feature 
90.02% 78.02% 60.15% 68.06% 55.06% 88.22% 88.34% 

Top 2 

Features 
95.26% 81.51% 65.68% 90.59% 75.43% 89.41% 89.48% 

Top 3 

Features 
96.26% 77.79% 58.13% 90.62% 76.08% 91.42% 91.42% 

Top 4 

Features 
98.57% 79.45% 61.33% 90.63% 76.10% 91.63% 91.61% 

Top 8 

Features 
99.67% 76.01% 54.36% 93.45% 80.98% 87.99% 87.79% 

Top 16 

Features 
99.88% 79.20% 60.46% 94.14% 83.01% 96.19% 95.87% 

Top 32 

Features 
99.94% 79.42% 60.96% 94.78% 84.52% 99.83% 99.74% 

Top 64 

Features 
99.96% 78.52% 59.32% 94.98% 85.25% 99.88% 99.75% 

Top 78 

Features 
- - - - - 99.88% 99.74% 

Top 122 

Features 
99.96% 76.99% 56.59% - - - - 

Top 128 

Features 
- - - 94.98% 85.30% - - 

Top 194 

Features 
- - - 94.98% 85.30% - - 

 

The results showed that classifier optimisation has a notable impact on FS and classifier performance when applied to both 

FS and classifier. However, optimisation achieved worse performance for the NSLKDD dataset than the default settings, 

showing the importance of selecting the correct set of parameter values. On the other hand, when the results of classifier 

optimisation with a complete feature set were compared with the reduced feature set, it was observed that both achieved 

similar performance. However, in some cases, the use of reduced feature sets negatively affected performance, which is 

plausible because the selected feature subset is not the best representation of the informative features. It should be noted that, 

as shown in this study, neither default classifier nor classifier optimisation guarantees the best performance. For example, 

when the default SVM used for both FS and classification (SVM-RBF, cost = 1, and gamma = 1/feature size), it outperformed 

the optimised SVM (optimised using Grid-search, SVM-RBF, cost = 102 and γ: 10-1).  
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Table 9 Performance Evaluation of SVM Optimisation with All Features in terms of Accuracy 

Feature 

Subset 

KDDTrain+ 

Training Set 

KDDTest+ 

Testing Set 

KDDTest-21 

Testing Set 

UNSW-NB15 

Training Set 

UNSW-NB15 

Testing Set 

CICIDS2017 (Wed) 

Training Set  Testing Set 

Top 1 

Feature 
90.02% 78.02% 60.15% 90.57% 75.41% 63.65% 63.67% 

Top 2 

Features 
95.26% 81.51% 65.68% 92.11% 76.57% 80.78% 80.69% 

Top 3 

Features 
96.26% 77.79% 58.13% 92.46% 78.18% 81.94% 81.83% 

Top 4 

Features 
98.57% 79.45% 61.33% 92.68% 78.83% 84.11% 83.92% 

Top 8 

Features 
99.67% 76.01% 54.36% 92.88% 79.12% 96.30% 96.27% 

Top 16 

Features 
99.88% 79.20% 60.46% 94.31% 83.98% 99.43% 99.36% 

Top 32 

Features 
99.94% 79.42% 60.96% 95.03% 85.27% 99.74% 99.66% 

Top 64 

Features 
99.96% 78.52% 59.32% 95.10% 85.31% 99.79% 99.72% 

Top 78 

Features 
- - - - - 99.79% 99.72% 

Top 122 

Features 
99.96% 76.99% 56.59% - - - - 

Top 128 

Features 
- - - 95.10% 85.31% - - 

Top 194 

Features 
- - - 95.10% 85.31% - - 

Table 10 Performance Evaluation of SVM Optimisation with All Features in terms of F-score 

Feature 

Subset 

KDDTrain+ 

Training Set 

KDDTest+ 

Testing Set 

KDDTest-21 

Testing Set 

UNSW-NB15 

Training Set 

UNSW-NB15 

Testing Set 

CICIDS2017 (Wed) 

Training Set  Testing Set 

Top 1 

Feature 
90.07% 77.68% 69.93% 89.97% 77.91% 84.89% 85.00% 

Top 2 

Features 
94.40% 81.54% 74.84% 93.55% 81.79% 86.53% 86.58% 

Top 3 

Features 
96.63% 79.80% 72.14% 94.16% 82.96% 88.87% 88.84% 

Top 4 

Features 
98.20% 78.04% 69.27% 94.88% 83.84% 89.16% 89.11% 

Top 8 

Features 
99.46% 74.59% 63.71% 95.30% 84.96% 80.29% 79.89% 

Top 16 

Features 
99.72% 73.74% 62.42% 95.84% 86.92% 94.96% 94.51% 

Top 32 

Features 
99.87% 76.31% 66.39% 96.38% 87.94% 99.77% 99.64% 

Top 64 

Features 
99.92% 73.54% 62.32% 96.45% 87.99% 99.83% 99.66% 

Top 78 

Features 
- - - - - 99.83% 99.64% 

Top 122 

Features 
99.92% 74.18% 63.32% - - - - 

Top 128 

Features 
- - - 96.46% 88.01% - - 

Top 194 

Features 
- - - 96.45% 88.01% - - 
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Table 11 Summary of the Default and Optimised Model on Testing Datasets   

Dataset 

Preprocessing Classifier Performance 

Data 

Normalisation 

Classifier 

Optimisation 

Feature 

Selection 

Optimised SVM 

Configuration 

Accuracy 

(Selected Feature 

Size) 

NSLKDD Log-scaling - SVM-FS 
RBF Kernel 

C: 1 and γ: 0.008 

85.80%  

(8/122) 

UNSW-NB15 Log-scaling - SVM-FS 
RBF Kernel 

C: 1 and γ: 0.005 

81.50%  

(32/194) 

CICIDS2017 

Wednesday 
Z-Score - SVM-FS 

RBF Kernel 

C: 1 and γ: 0.013 

98.48%  

(64/78) 

NSLKDD Log-scaling 

Applied with  

Reduced Feature 

Set 

Optimised  

SVM-FS 

RBF Kernel 

C: 102 and γ: 10-1 

81.51%  

(2/122) 

UNSW-NB15 Log-scaling 

Applied with  

Reduced Feature 

Set 

Optimised  

SVM-FS 

RBF Kernel 

C: 102 and γ: 10-2 

85.30%  

(64/194) 

CICIDS2017 

Wednesday 
Z-Score 

Applied with  

Reduced Feature 

Set 

Optimised  

SVM-FS 

RBF Kernel 

C: 105 and γ: 100 

99.74%  

(32/78) 

NSLKDD Log-scaling 
Applied with  

Full Feature Set 

Optimised  

SVM-FS 

RBF Kernel 

C: 102 and γ: 10-1 

81.51%  

(2/122) 

UNSW-NB15 Log-scaling 
Applied with  

Full Feature Set 

Optimised  

SVM-FS 

RBF Kernel 

C: 100 and γ: 10-1 

85.27%  

(32/194) 

CICIDS2017 

Wednesday 
Z-Score 

Applied with  

Full Feature Set 

Optimised  

SVM-FS 
C: 104 and γ: 10-1 

99.43%  

(16/122) 

 

However, the optimised configuration removed more features than the default and obtained worse performance, yet a more 

accurate selection of features. On the other hand, there is a significant improvement in the performance of the default SVM 

in the CICIDS2017 dataset after optimisation; that is, a 1% higher accuracy was achieved while removing 48 features. 

Another critical point to emphasise is the FS problem in classifier optimisation. The results exhibited that using a predefined 

set of features may not result in a better model since the selected feature subset may contain irrelevant features or may not 

contain all the relevant features, as seen from the results of the NSLKDD dataset. 

In conclusion, the results revealed that a detailed FS process must be performed before classifier optimisation. However, it 

is known that filter FS techniques are not as accurate as embedded/wrapper techniques, and embedded/wrapper techniques 

suffer from the mentioned FS problem in classifier algorithms since they are classifier-dependent FS techniques. As a result, 

a potential solution would be the ensemble of filter methods prior to classifier optimisation to remove irrelevant features or 

a classifier optimisation algorithm incorporating FS. Finally, a summary of the SVM configuration for all setups are given in 

Table 11. 

5. Conclusion 

Cybersecurity is an emerging issue in information technologies, and it has become more critical with modern networking and 

applications. Since Internet users continuously share their sensitive data on the Internet, it is crucial to protect these data. 

ML-enabled IDSs are promising for this purpose. However, it is challenging for developers to select the appropriate 

techniques for this problem domain among many possible candidates. Furthermore, developing such an ML system requires 

a deep understanding of the problem and the input data. To this end, data preprocessing plays a crucial role in developing 

accurate and efficient ML models. Therefore, this study aimed to analyse the impact of preprocessing techniques on the ML 

algorithm to find the best-fitting techniques for intrusion detection datasets. 

In this study, the SVM was used as a classifier for preprocessing impact analysis due to its outstanding performance and 

simple implementation. Additionally, SVM was also used as a feature selection technique. For the evaluation of the model, 

three binary intrusion detection datasets were used, namely NSL-KDD, UNSW-NB15 and CICIDS2017. First, the most 
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widely used kernel functions (linear, polynomial, sigmoid, and radial basis function) were tested to find the best-fitting kernel 

function of SVM for intrusion detection. This setting was then used to select the normalisation technique, where the 

techniques were applied to all datasets. Next, SVM-RBF was performed on each normalised dataset, and the best-performing 

normalisation technique was found. Finally, FS and classifier optimisation was performed to observe the impact of each on 

intrusion detection. In summary, the contributions of this study are (1) a detailed analysis of normalisation techniques and 

their impact on classifier performance, (2) the impact of classifier parameter optimisation on feature selection and 

classification, and (3) important insights for developing intelligent intrusion detection systems. 

It was observed that log-scaling is the best technique for normalising intrusion detection datasets due to their high variance 

in features. However, when a dataset contains negative values, log-scaling is not applicable. However, the z-score can be an 

alternative since it achieved a similar performance and outperformed the min-max technique. As a result, data normalisation 

improves the classification performance in this problem domain. In addition, removing irrelevant features helps to build 

efficient methods. In conclusion, FS and classifier optimisation improved classification performance and reduced model 

complexity. However, it was observed that irrelevant features could affect the performance of optimisation algorithms that 

FS in classifier optimisation must be addressed for building intelligent and efficient IDSs. 

Finally, this study can be repeated with more datasets and various ML algorithms, which can be one future direction of this 

study. Another future direction of this study would be the development of an algorithm that selects features within the 

optimisation process. A potential solution to this problem would be the ensemble of filter methods prior to classifier 

optimisation to remove irrelevant features or a classifier optimisation algorithm incorporating feature selection. 
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